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ABSTRACT: 

 

The world is in a constant and continuous state of flux. Technology, culture, and society has evolved more rapidly in 20 years, than the previous 100. With the speed 

that society is moving, anything can become popular then be forgotten in the blink of an eye. Tourism is an especially volatile industry and is no stranger to this 

reality. Where competition is rife, ideas can sink just as quickly as they begin to swim. 

Space has captivated the minds of the young and old alike for years. However the development of space tourism has been slow. Beyond the construction of new 

visitor centres, the business of witnessing a space craft launching has not changed much at all.  This project utilises the New Zealand Space Program and the 

industry leading company Rocket Lab, to redefine rocket tourism in the 21st century. While NASA have had an established tourism sector for decades, Rocket Lab 

offers New Zealand their own unique chance to make a go of it. The Mahia Peninsula shall serve as the testing ground for the development of a unique view of 

rocket launches. This shall be achieved by infusing the rockets launch with the rich natural and cultural heritage of New Zealand. In addition, this project shall also 

explore tourist infrastructure to support such a venture with the same goal in mind. 

 

This project shall form the basis for a new model for rocket tourism, one which is applicable to further rocket launch sites around New Zealand and the world. 

 

 

Primary supervisor: Chris Murphy  Secondary supervisor: David Chaplin   
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1.1 OVERVIEW 

According to dictionary.com, tourism is defined as “The commercial organisation and operation of holidays and visits to places of interest.” A highly adaptive 

industry, tourism over time has evolved itself to mirror developments both in society and technology. People are constantly searching for the biggest thrill, the 

most engaging experience, or the best story to tell for years to come. While some seek to innovate existing tourism models, others look forward seeking to develop 

ideas the likes of which no-person has seen, heard, or felt before. 

In 2015, the upstart company Rocket Lab elected to situate their rocket launch complex on the pristine shores of New Zealand’s east coast.1 Launch Complex One, 

the first of six planned facilities around the nation was constructed near the rural township of Mahia, south of Gisborne.2 

This development placed New Zealand in a unique position at the forefront of commercialised rocket and satellite launches.3 From the date of its announcement 

discussions over the feasibility and benefit of such industry in New Zealand has ensued. This has resulted in investigations and the passing of legislation to form the 

aptly named New Zealand Space Program. 

As of 4.20pm on the 25th of May 2017, New Zealand became the 11th country with potential to launch cargo into space. The Government claimed the launch as a 

major milestone for the country's space industry. It was also the first orbital-class rocket launched from a private launch site in the world.4 

It is here that my proposal finds purpose. The privatised rocket launch industry is still incredibly new and presents a unique opportunity, specifically in the tourism 

sector. Here exists the opportunity for people to experience orbital rocket launches in a rich natural and cultural setting, a perspective never seen before. Using 

Launch Complex One, this study intends to produce a hypothetical means for tourists to view and experience a rocket launch from close quarters. The outcome 

being a proposal which may be utilized as national and international precedent.

  

                                                           
1 “History,” Rocket Lab, accessed April 12, 2018, https://www.rocketlabusa.com/about-us/ 
2 Martin Van Beynen, “Canty’s Birdlings Flat on the back burner for Rocket Lab launch,” stuff, November 22, 2015, http://www.stuff.co.nz/business/73935090/kaitorete-spit-on-the-back-burner-for-

rocket-lab-launch 
3 Victoria White, “Potential of Mahia rocket launch site “astronomical”,”nzherald, September 28, 2016, http://www.nzherald.co.nz/the-country/news/article.cfm?c_id=16&objectid=11717932 
4 Grant Bradley, “Next moves for Rocket Lab following lift-off from Mahia,” nzherald, May 26, 2017, http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objectid=11862250. 
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1.2 WHAT IS ROCKET LAB 

In 2009, Rocket Lab became the first private company in the Southern Hemisphere to reach space. Following this success, Peter Beck (CEO and Founder) began to 

focus on making space truly commercially accessible. In 2013 he initiated the Electron Orbital Rocket Program to achieve his goal.5 

Rocket Lab’s mission is to remove the barriers to commercial space, by providing frequent launch opportunities to low Earth orbit, at affordable rates. Costs for 

companies wishing to launch satellites into space are enormous. Until now they have been relegated to collaborating with either Nasa, or the Russian Space 

Program. These launches are sporadic and inconsistent. Whereas Rocket Lab aim to achieve weekly launches, with a maximum of 120 flights per year.6  

Rocket Lab are industry leaders in small scale rocket technology, developing innovations in rocket components and in rocket technology such as the hybrid 

Rutherford rocket engine.7   

The words that greet you when you visit Rocket Lab’s website say it best, “Space is open for Business.” 

 

1.3 WHY IS ROCKET LAB SIGNIFICANT TO NEW ZEALAND 

New Zealand for decades has celebrated its number 8 wire culture. Our ingenuity and achievements are known both at home and abroad. Richard Pearce arguably 

beat the Wright Brothers in the race to achieve powered flight. Burt Munro took his self-built motorcycle to America and claimed a land speed record. Sir Edmund 

Hillary’s legendary summit of Mt Everest and trek to the South Pole in his Ferguson tractor. Or perhaps most pertinently Ernest Rutherford. Hailed by Albert 

Einstein as the second Newton and the inspiration and name sake behind the new generation of hybrid rocket engines developed by the Rocket Lab team.8 

  

                                                           
5 Rocket Lab, “History” 
6 “Rocket Lab - From idea to orbit,” filmed February, 2018, YouTube Video, 0,00-3.13, posted by “New Zealand Story Group,” Feb 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s7sFZMFPj5M 
7 David Szondy, “World’s first battery-powered rocket readied for launch,” new atlas, April 21, 2015, http://newatlas.com/electron-rocket-batery-satellite-launch-vehicle/37060/ 
8 ibid 

Figure 1 - Rocket Lab logo 
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Figure 2 - Peter Beck pictured next to the Humanity Star 
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1.4 RESEARCH QUESTION 

How can the culture and landscape of New Zealand be integrated into the framework of Rocket Lab and Launch Complex One, to produce innovation and precedent 

for the future of New Zealand tourism? 

 

 

1.5 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

The aim of this project is to discover how through architectural intervention 

the technological advancements of Rocket Lab and raw natural beauty of 

New Zealand, can be combined to form a unique experience. One able to be 

capitalised on by the tourism sector.  

To accomplish this the objectives of this document are threefold: 

The first involves an in-depth study into the significance of the Mahia region 

at large. This requires an understanding of both ecological and cultural 

elements, as well as the make-up of the local community. 

The second involves planning, both at masterplan and at a focused floor plan 

level. This shall ensure the narrative and experience which is intended to be 

created, permeates through every fibre of the completed design.  

Upon completion of the final design. These works are intended to be 

presented to local community and Rocket Lab, to comment on the potential 

reality of such an endeavour. 

 

 

 

 

 

1.6 SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 

This proposal requires many assumptions and the use of information and 
statistics, projected based on the best available sample demographics. Tourist 
attractions and facilities are inherently interconnected with monetary, 
political, and legal facets which are litigious. Given the nature and length of 
this document these are unnecessary to address in any great depth. Any 
coverage of these elements will be for the purposes of justification for certain 
decisions made throughout the process. As such, the primary concern of this 
proposal is the architectural aspects and shall come first in any decision 
made. 

1.7 METHODOLOGY 

The approach for this project is to establish a clear understanding of the 
current climate. Then determine an appropriate response based on study of 
precedent, literature, and statistics. This shall form the basis of the brief and 
by proxy the design itself. The litmus test for the final project is intended to 
be the community of Mahia and Rocket Lab. The production of a conceptual 
design which could be considered for future infrastructure in the region, 
being the ultimate proof on concept. 
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Figure 3 - Peter Beck pictured next to the Electron Rocket 
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2.0 Existing Knowledge 

2.1 EXISTING LANDSCAPE 

Rocket Lab initially pursued Fielding’s Straight in Christchurch as the site for 
launch Complex One. However, after the resource consent fell through 
Mahia, another short-listed site was selected.9 

Launch Complex One is positioned on the tip of the Mahia Peninsula. Owned 
by Tawapata South Incorporation, the site is one of the last and largest Maori 
owned farm stations in New Zealand.  

Onenui Station was chosen for its remote location. Rockets can be launched 
here more often than anywhere in the world.10 

George Mackey from Tawapata South Maori said the success of Rocket Lab 

would greatly benefit them, and their shareholders.11  

Ben Mackey, Chairman of Tawapata South Maori also commented the trust 

were very happy about its involvement. Since ground was broken on site 

Mackey noted "It's been quite a steady but fast tracked journey it's been very 

exciting." "We've always talked about diversifying but we were probably 

thinking more bees and honey, rather than rockets. But we'll take it, and it's 

gone really well to date." "We have a really positive, working relationship 

with Rocket Lab. I think what having Rocket Lab on the farm does, is it opens 

up a whole world of huge opportunities, and ones that we probably would 

not have considered a year or two ago.”12 

                                                           
9 Van Beynen, “Canty’s Bridlings Flat on the back burner for Rocket Lab launch,” 
10 Victoria White, “Potential of Mahia rocket launch site “astronomical” 

11 Jamie Morton, “One small step for Mahia, one giant leap for NZ,” nzherald, July 10, 2016, 

http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11671758 
12 Victoria White, “Potential of Mahia rocket launch site “astronomical” 

Figure 4 - Satellite photograph of New Zealand, with zoom into Mahia Peninsula 
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  Figure 5 - Aerial photograph of Launch Complex One 
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2.2 THE LAUNCH FACILITY  

Launch Complex One is the world’s first private orbital launch range. The site 
can accommodate a launch rate of 120 flights per year and is licensed for a 
launch to occur every 72 hours. Mahia’s geographic position means it is 
possible to reach a range of orbital inclinations, enabling Launch Complex 
One to offer lower-cost launch options.13 

2.3 BREAKDOWN OF LAUNCH 

The rocket will climb to 50 000 feet in just minute and a half. At this altitude 

the rocket is flying about 1.5 times higher than commercial aircraft and will be 

difficult to make out with the naked eye. The flame plume would likely still be 

visible on a clear night. However, during the day it may fall out of view before 

this.  

A large steam cloud at launch will form and will be visible from any direct line 

of sight to the launch pad. Unlike the white exhaust trails produced by space 

shuttles, Electron’s exhaust trail will not be visible until almost at the point it 

vanishes from sight. The audibility of launches will diminish with viewer 

distance and intervening terrain. As an example, the Mahia township would 

not expect launch volumes louder than a conversation in a quiet office. 

Prevailing winds will affect this significantly.  

Launches have the possibility of being “scrubbed” (postponed) and 

rescheduled to a subsequent day. Scrubs can be caused by, technical 

malfunctions, poor weather, planned aircraft movements, or unexpected 

ships moving into the exclusion zone. Rocket take-offs during the testing 

phase have be subject to a four hour take-off window. 14 

 

                                                           
13 “Launch sites,” Rocket Lab, accessed June 25, 2018, 

https://www.rocketlabusa.com/launch/launch-sites/ 

14 Giblin Group and TRC Tourism, Rocket Launch Tourism Project Scope Report to Hawke’s Bay 

Regional Council (n.p.: Giblin Group and TRC Tourism,2016), 13-14 

Figure 6 - Breakdown of the stages of Electron’s flight 
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Figure 7 - In preparation for launch the rocket is transported along the runway from the assembly hanger before being lifted into place 
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2.4 COMMUNITY  

THE MAHIA COMMUNITY ACCORDING TO 2013 CENSUS DATA: 

• Mahia has a population of 723 people. 

• There are 318 occupied dwellings and 468 unoccupied dwellings in 

Mahia. 

• 54.5% of Mahia’s population identify as European. 60% of Mahia’s 

population identify as Maori (these totals do not equal 100% as people 

who identify as both are counted in each). 

• 54% of the population are employed in agriculture, fishing, or forestry. 

• 13.5% of the population is employed in accommodation and food 

services.15 

The following snapshots higlight the typical architecture and devlopment of 

Mahia. It is clear the area is very rural and under developed. Primariliy the 

township consists of typical ‘New Zealand style’ single story timber framed 

architecture. 

                                                           
15 “2013 Census QuickStats about a place: Mahia” Stats NZ, accessed January 18, 2018, 
http://archive.stats.govt.nz/Census/2013-census/profile-and-summary-reports/quickstats-
about-a-place.aspx?request_value=14030&parent_id=14021&tabname=# 

Figure 8 - Collage of photos indicating the current built environment of Mahia, 
source google maps 
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2.5 A SMALL COMMUNITY COMING ON BOARD 

Rocket lab allayed most of the communities’ initial concerns by maintaining 

frequent communication, hosting multiple public information sessions since 

Mahia was selected. These gave residents and business owners alike an 

opportunity to hear what Rocket Lab planned to achieve, and the potential 

benefits to their community.16 

Wairoa Mayor Craig Little attributes the amicable relationship between 

company and community to the fact that they were, “Upfront and Honest” 

with Rocket Lab from the beginning. Resource consent passed in a matter of 

days after application. 17 

Aan Hok principal of Te Mahia School said the presence of Rocket Lab in the 
area has created a context that triggers the curiosity all children have, “It’s 
made them engaged, and wondering, and wanting to learn.” 18Pauline 
Tangiora also believes in the potential benefit Rocket Lab poses to the local 
children, “They will be able to think, what can I do later in life? It will make 
them better educated.”19 

Rocket Lab made the effort to employ local contractors to complete 
construction for much of Launch Complex One. This Included improving 
access to Onenui Station and constructing the launch pad. CEO Peter Beck 
commented, “during construction local employees came to the site even in 
wet weather, the work they undertook was done so with immense pride”. 
"You won't fault any of the workmanship...we're really, really pleased,"20 

                                                           
16 Jamie Morton, “One small step for Mahia, one giant leap for NZ,” 
17 ibid 
18 ibid 

 

Pauline Tangiora (above) a member of the Rongomaiwahine iwi and local of 

Mahia made the comment, “most of our people have been very receptive of 

Rocket Lab because they’ve been very careful to come in and tell us their 

vision and that there would be no harm to the environment.”21  

19 “Having a blast on the remote Mahia Peninsula,” Radio New Zealand, accessed July 11, 2017, 

https://www.radionz.co.nz/programmes/regional-wrap/story/201825329/having-a-blast-on-
the-remote-mahia-peninsula 
20Victoria White, “Potential of Mahia rocket launch site “astronomical”  
21Jamie Morton, “One small step for Mahia, one giant leap for NZ,” 

Figure 9 - Pauline Tangiora, Mahia local 
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22 Victoria White, “Potential of Mahia rocket launch site “astronomical” 

 

 Quality Roading and Services from Wairoa poured the concrete foundation of 

the hangar and launch pad in just nine days. In addition to the improvement 

of 3.5km of road leading to site. CEO Mark Browne said the contract with 

Rocket Lab had benefited the company immensely, "It's a one-off job and 

within that year made a substantive difference to QRS and hopefully it will 

into the future as well." Browne also mentioned they were just one of several 

businesses benefiting from Rocket Lab's presence in northern Hawke's Bay. 

"The potential here is astronomical, I don't think we realized the actual 

potential we are going to get as a country and for the East Coast."22 

Outside Mahia, Rocket Lab are working with Canterbury University to 
establish engineering program. Encouraging young minds, aspiring to join 
their fold.23 

It seems clear that Rocket Lab have the backing of the local community and 
industry. There is a general excitement over the opportunity they have 
bought to the region. In addition they have the full support of the Tawapata 
South Maori Incorporation, who are open to capitalize further on the venture. 
This suggests further infrastructure on the peninsula is not too far from 
reality.  

2.6 A CULTURAL CONNECTION 

George Mackey of Tawapata South Maori Incorporation, and owners of 
Onenui Station doesn't think it too much of a stretch to find some cultural 
relevance in Rocket Lab. "We've always considered ourselves a celestial 
people - we navigated our way from Hawaiki by the stars - so there is a 
potential to share a romantic view of reconnecting with what was done in 
the past, albeit with modern technology." 24 

23 “UC to launch rocket course,” University of Canterbury, accessed August 10, 2018, 
https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/news/2014/uc-to-launch-rocket-course.html  
24 Jamie Morton, “One small step for Mahia, one giant leap for NZ,” 

Figure 10 - Te Mahia school children building bottle rockets 
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2.7 HISTORY OF THE REGION 

MAHIA PENINSULAR:  

The Mahia Peninsular is a rural coastal region of New Zealand’s North Island. 

Capping the top of Hawke’s bay and lying just south of Gisborne, Mahia is 

best known for its surf, diving, hiking, and fishing. The peninsula is 21km long 

and 11km wide. Its highest point Rahuimokairoa, climbs 400m above sea 

level. The Mahia region sports a rich cultural heritage, as well as being a main 

hub of whaling for early Europeans. The name Mahia means “Indistinct 

Sound.”25 

MAORI LEGEND: 

During the fourteenth century the sacred waka Takitimu made its way from 

Awanui near Ninety Mile Beach, down along the east coast of the North 

Island. Eventually the waka landed at Te Papa, near Kaiuku Marae on the 

northern edge of the Mahia Peninsula. Here the high priest, Ruawharo left 

the waka and decided to settle overlooking Mahia Beach. Ruawharo later 

planted mauri, a talisman said to have brought the whales to the bay.26 The 

area later would become a haven for whaling among European settlers. 

Ruawharo named the peninsula Te Māhia as it resembled part of his tribe’s 

original homeland, Te Māhia-mai-tawhiti (the sound heard from a distance).27 

Ruawharo’s first Pā was Wahatoa, above Ōraka. His second Pā, Tirotiro-kauika 

was on the north side of the peninsula. The meeting house at Opoutama is 

named Ruawharo as a monument to the renowned tipuna.28 

                                                           
25 “Mahia Peninsula,” Wikipedia, accessed April 8, 2017, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahia_Peninsula 
26 “Mahia History,” Voyage Mahia, accessed January 11, 2018, 

https://www.voyagemahia.com/about-the-region/history.asp   

27 Mere Whaanga, “'Ngāti Rongomaiwahine - Important ancestors',” Te Ara - the Encyclopedia 

of New Zealand, accessed June 8, 2018, http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/ngati-rongomaiwahine/ 
28 ibid 

Figure 11 - Mahia Peninsula with original Maori place names 
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WHALING: 

Mahia Peninsula forms a distinctive fishhook shape, curving out to sea and 

back towards the land. This creates a natural whale trap and fuelled a rich 

whaling industry in the area.29  

A Whale’s echolocation is confused by Mahia’s unusual shape. Often they find 

themselves trapped in shallow water from following the curve of the land. Te 

Hoe located near Taylors Bay, was a thriving whaling community in the 1800s. 

Mahia claims one of the highest rates in the country of sperm whale 

stranding’s each year due to it falling upon the main migration route of the 

whales.30 

PORTLAND ISLAND: 

Portland Island or ‘Waikawa’ (meaning “Sour Water”) is a 300 acre, 5km long, 
and 1.5km wide island off the southern tip of the peninsula. The island was 
occupied by early Maori for generations.31 Ruawharo established the first 
house of learning, Ngāheru-mai-tawhition on the island which became the 
spiritual centre of the entire East Coast32. Early Maori had easy access to Kai 
Moana (fish and shellfish). They also kept gardens on the eastern flank of the 
island. Much of the fish was dried and canoed across the channel, then traded 
with other tribes in the area.33 

Around 1870 the Marine Dept were looking to establish light houses on many 
points along the New Zealand coastline. Portland Island was regarded as one 
of the most important points. Work began in 1876, and by 1877 the first 
house was completed. By 1878 the light was commissioned and could be seen 
for up to 20 miles. Ironically it was during the light house keepers time on the 

                                                           
29 “Mahia Whaling History,” Voyage Mahia, accessed November 3, 2017, 

https://www.voyagemahia.com/about-the-region/whaling_history.asp 
30 ibid 
31 “Portland Island History,” Voyage Mahia, accessed November 3, 2017, 

https://www.voyagemahia.com/about-the-region/portland_island.asp 

island that any shipwrecks occurred. In 1886 the Queen sank on the western 
side of the island. In 1894 the Alexander Newton struck rocks in the gap. In 
1897 the Pirate was washed ashore on the eastern side. Finally, in 1916 the 
8000 Ton SS Tongariro struck Bull Rock, and was also a total loss. The wreck 
today is popular with divers. During 1984 the Light House was automated and 
the buildings on the island became empty. 34 

  

32 Mere Whaanga, “'Ngāti Rongomaiwahine - Important ancestors',” Te Ara - the Encyclopedia 

of New Zealand, accessed June 8, 2018, http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/ngati-rongomaiwahine/ 
33 “Portland Island”, Wairoa i-SITE, accessed September 5, 2018, 
https://www.visitwairoa.co.nz/see-and-do/attractions/portland-island/   
34 “Portland Island History,” Voyage Mahia 

Figure 12 - Portland Island, off the southern tip of Mahia Peninsular 
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Figure 13 - The Portland Island coast with a view back to the peninsula 
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Figure 14 - In the present day Portland Island is farmed as a part of the Onenui station  
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2.8 DUE-DILIGENCE 

TOURISM INVESTMENT (GOVERNMENT):  

Tourism in New Zealand is vital to the economy, making up 17.1% of total 

export earnings in 2016. Moreover tourism makes up 5.6% of New Zealand’s 

total GDP35  

The Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment (MBIE) stated that 

space is strategically important. Globally the space economy is a multi-billion 

dollar industry with grand opportunities for New Zealand. Central 

government has also been focused on regional economic growth. The 2016 

budget set aside $94.4 million over the next four years for regional economic 

development initiatives. These grants shall boost economic growth, 

benefiting communities in regional New Zealand.36 

POTENTIAL AND LOCAL INTENTIONS: 

New Zealand has a history of harnessing its natural attributes. For example, 

around 80% of New Zealand’s power is generated through renewable means. 

Specifically geothermal and hydroelectric power, making us one of the lowest 

producers of carbon dioxide globally. Geothermal energy production is 

primarily located just north of Lake Taupo. While hydroelectric power is 

generated from three main schemes in the South Island, and two in the North 

Island. 

 

                                                           
35 “Tourism in New Zealand,” Wikipedia, accessed June 25, 2018, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tourism_in_New_Zealand 
36 Giblin Group and TRC Tourism, Rocket Launch Tourism, 20-21 
37 Waikato Regional Council, Numbers of visitors to Geothermal Attractions in the Waikato 

Region (n.p.: Waikato Regional Council 2002), 8  
38 “Aratiatia Dam & Rapids Taupo,” Huka Falls River Cruise, accessed, February 3 2018, 

http://www.hukafallscruise.co.nz/aratiatia-dam.html 

 

 

Wairakei Geothermal Power Station and the Taupo Prawn Park in 2002 

hosted a combined total of 297,000 visitors. 160,000 being domestic tourists 

and 137,000 being international. 37 

Likewise the Aratiatia Hydroelectric Dam near the popular Huka falls, is a free 

attraction which releases multiple times per day. According to Mercury 

Energy the dam attracts around 100,000 visitors annually which equates to an 

average of 270 visitors per day. 38 It is important to understand the popularity 

of such attractions as they provide a substantive basis for the public interest 

in Mahia and Launch Complex One  

Wairoa Council have dubbed Mahia the Space Coast of New Zealand (alluding 

to the space coast of Florida USA).39 Local Council have also actively been 

involved in staking out potential off-site public vantage points of the launch 

pad.40 Coupled with the excitement of the local community, this lends itself 

perfectly to the proposition of a formal means of viewing the launch. IN 

conjunction with supplementary attractions to be investigated throughout 

this document.  

Wairoa District has a plan to grow and develop a sustainable tourism industry 

and establish the region as focused tourist destination. The district is 

geographically beautiful, culturally rich, and offers tourists water activities, 

bush walks, scenic drives, and of course rocket launches.41   

39 “Space Coast New Zealand”, Wairoa i-SITE, accessed August 12, 2018, 

https://www.visitwairoa.co.nz/welcome-to-wairoa/space-coast-new-zealand/ 
40 “Rocket Lab: Changing the space game,” Hello Hawke’s Bay, accessed August 12, 2018, 

https://www.hawkesbaynz.com/plan-your-stay/our-neighbourhoods/wairoa/3-2-1-rocket-lab-
set-to-blast-off/ 
41 Giblin Group and TRC Tourism, Rocket Launch Tourism, 20-21 
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Figure 15 - Aratiatia Hydroelectric Dam vantage point to watch the dam release 
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RECOMMENDATIONS MADE TO COUNCIL: 

Giblin Group and TRC Tourism were contracted by the Hawke’s Bay Regional 

Council (HBRC) to investigate the potential tourism opportunities presented 

by Rocket Lab presence. The following exerts were gleamed from the Full 

report, these points highlight key areas of interest for this project. Primarily 

they inform and justify key elements of the design brief. 

New Zealand appears to have an appetite for space related tourism. The 

launch of the super pressure balloon at Wanakawhere attracted over 1,000 

people, despite the fact that the launch had been “scrubbed” three times. 

Another 10,000 watched the launch on YouTube. Because rocket launches are 

unreliable in terms of scheduling This weather balloon launch is a good 

indication of the interest in such an event, as visitors will turn up despite 

cancellations. It is also imperative to have other activities and interests in the 

area for visitors to do while waiting for the launch.42 

Rocket Lab has been clear they are in the business of launching rockets, not 

providing tourism activities related to their rockets. However, the company is 

keen to support scientific education and outreach activities involving scheools 

and educational institutes in the Hawke’s Bay area. There is legitimate scope 

to include cultural activities as part of a tourism product sharing local Māori 

legend and tradition. The Tairawhiti Navigations Project links in well with the 

first journey for New Zealand’s launch into the space age.43 

Establishing a Space Education and Information Centre in the District is an 

idea worth testing. The text cites rocket launch sites located overseas are 

supported by a centre with an education focus, and it could also be an 

important driver for economic development in the region.44 

 

                                                           
42 Giblin Group and TRC Tourism, Rocket Launch Tourism, 20-21 
43 Giblin Group and TRC Tourism, Rocket Launch Tourism, 22 

SUMMARY AND COMMENT: 

The suggestions for a facility which ties the cultural heritage of the Mahia 

Iwi’s and wider Hawkes bay region, to the technological narrative of Rocket 

lab is an intriguing concept. Adapting it as a design driver captures the core of 

this documents research question. Namely how can Kiwi influence be woven 

into the fabric of the launch, creating an unrepeatable and absolutely unique 

event tourists can only experience by traveling to New Zealand and the Mahia 

Peninsula. 

  

44 ibid 
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Figure 17 - NASA logo 

2.9 PRECEDENT INVESTIGATION: NASA 

NASA is one of the most recognisable and established space programmes 

globally. They famously placed the first man on the moon and until 2011 ran 

regular space shuttle missions. NASA comprises of 20 facilities spread across 

the United States. These sites range from testing centres to research and 

development facilities.45 

Each facility fulfils a highly specific role, combining to power the American 

Space Industry. One key commonality these facilities all share is the provision 

for public outreach in the form of: tours, visitor centres, educational 

programs, competitions, forums, and camps.46 

  

                                                           
45 “NASA Centres and Facilities,” NASA, accessed April 14, 2018, 
https://www.nasa.gov/about/sites/index.html 

46 ibid 

Figure 16 – Collage, every NASA facility fulfils it main function, as well as offering tourism and 
educational programs   
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THE KENNEDY SPACE CENTRE: 

The Kennedy Space Centre (KSC) was selected as a primary precedent for this 

project for a multitude of reasons, specifically: 

• KSC has since 1968 been the primary space vehicle launch site for the 

United States. 

• KSC boasts a wide range of varying activities and events outside of 

launches. 

• The Public have the opportunity to view space launches from varying 

positions according to their budget.  

Exploring the makeup of this complex is key to understanding just what type 

of attractions Launch Complex One could provide to the public. It is important 

to note that this precedent investigation is not focused on aesthetics. The 

programming of the site is of interest to further define the Mahia brief.  

HISTORY OF THE CENTER: 

After Alan Shepard’s historic suborbital launch on May 5th 1961, growing 

numbers of press and public journeyed to the Cape Canaveral area for a 

closer look at America’s emerging space program. In 1963 its popularity had 

reached a level where Texas Congressman Olin Teague, (chairman of the 

House Subcommittee on Manned Space Flight) asked NASA’s administrator 

James Webb to create a visitor program. 47 

Originally a drive-through tour was available on Sunday afternoons from 1 to 

4pm. The public could drive along a predetermined route catching glimpses of 

the launch pads and facilities. Once again popularity soared and from late 

1963 to late 1964, an estimated 100,000 visitors took advantage of the tour. 

                                                           
47 “History of Kennedy Space Centre Vistor Complex,” NASA, accessed April 14, 2018, 
https://www.kennedyspacecenter.com/blog/31/history-of-kennedy-space-center-visitor-
complex  

Several possible locations for a visitor centre were discussed. Ultimately, a 

site within Kennedy Space Centre was chosen. Not only because it provided 

virtually unlimited space for future expansion, but chiefly because… 

No matter what else visitors saw or did, they could say they 

had set foot on Kennedy Space Centre.48 

Over time new attractions were added, however by 1995 no government 

funding was set aside to allow the centre to develop further. The site became 

somewhat of a hardware storage facility. However utilising visitor admittance 

and private investment the centre was transformed into what can be seen 

today. As it stands the visitor complex now boasts upwards of 1.5 million 

visitors annually.49 

  

48 ibid 
49 ibid 

Figure 18 - Kennedy Space Centre complex entry 
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Figure 19 - Map of Kennedy Space Centre map of visitor attractions  
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THE COMPLEX: 

Below is a breakdown of attractions offered at the visitor complex. Including 

some estimated times to complete the attraction:50 

1) U.S. ASTRONAUT HALL OF FAME (15 minutes) 

2) ROCKET GARDEN:  

Guided walking tours amongst rockets from NASA’s Mercury, Gemini, and 

Apollo programs. (20 minutes) 

3) ASTRONAUT ENCOUNTER 

Each day, visitors get the rare opportunity to meet veteran NASA 

astronauts. (40mins) 

4) HEROS AND LEGENDS 

A 4D multisensory theatre to experience the birth of the space age and 

artifacts including a Redstone rocket, the Sigma 7 capsule and a unique 

close-up look at the Gemini 9 capsule.  

5) APPOLLO 8 AND THE FIRING ROOM  

Relive the launch of the first crewed NASA mission to orbit the moon in 

1968 

6) EXPLORING THE MOON 

Explore the wonder of the Apollo moon landing era 

7) APOLLO TREASURES GALLERY 

View an actual Apollo spacecraft and legendary artifacts in a display so 

immersive you can actually see the moon dust on Alan Shepard's 

spacesuit. 

8) SPACE SHUTTLE ATLANTIS  

Get a close-up view of Atlantis including more than 60 interactive exhibits 

celebrating the history, technology and impact of NASA’s Space Shuttle 

Program. 

                                                           
50 “All Attractions,” NASA, accessed April 14, 2018, 

https://www.kennedyspacecenter.com/explore-attractions/all-attractions  

 

9) MISSION STATUS BREIFING 

Discover what’s happening with current NASA missions, operations at 

Kennedy Space Centre, and launch activity at Cape Canaveral Air Force 

Station. Learn more about NASA’s commercial partners, astronauts, and 

science experiments currently aboard the International Space Station, as 

well as and preparations for the future of deep space exploration. 

10) SPACE MIRROR MEMORIAL  

Visit the national memorial honouring fallen astronauts from the 

American space program. 

 

KENNEDY CAMP PROGRAMES: 

The Kennedy Space Centre hosts five camps on site. These range from 

experiences where you can live the life of an astronaut, to more focused 

educational camps in STEM fields. The goal is to inspire children to pursue 

careers in these fields. What is evident is that NASA has a vast outreach into 

education which targets young and developing minds.51 

 

SUMMARY: 

Rocket Lab is on record stating they are interested in educational outreach. 

Taking note of camps already established by NASA will heavily inform the 

types of activities Launch Complex One might offer. Likewise, some of KSC’s 

attractions are directly translatable to Launch Complex One.  

51 “Camps and Education,” NASA, accessed April 14, 2018, 

https://www.kennedyspacecenter.com/camps-and-education 
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Figure 20 - Kennedy Space Centre, Rocket Garden 
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52 “See a live Rocket Launch,” NASA, accessed April 14, 2018, 
https://www.kennedyspacecenter.com/launches-and-events/events-calendar/see-a-rocket-
launch 

LAUNCH DAY VIEWING PACKAGES: 

There are four points which visitors may view a launch from KSC. 

Transportation to and from each viewing platform is provided via bus from 

the visitor centre.52 

LC-39 Observation Gantry - $49 in addition to daily admission 

Located at the historic Launch Complex 39.The LC-39 Observation Gantry is 

the closest viewing area to the launch pads of Kennedy Space Centre. Viewing 

is from a shaded gantry and outdoor bleacher seating, positioned three to 

eight kilometres from the launch pads. 

Apollo/Saturn V Centre - $20 in addition to daily admission 

The Apollo/Saturn V Centre offers a close-up look at the world’s largest rocket 

the Saturn V, in addition to displays of early space suit prototypes and an 

opportunity to touch a real moon rock. Outdoor bleacher seating provides 

views of the launch from eight to twelve kilometres away. 

NASA Causeway - $40 in addition to daily admission 

Connecting Kennedy Space Centre and Cape Canaveral Air Force Station. The 

NASA Causeway offers an expansive view of launch pads, just five to eight 

kilometres away. Outdoor bleachers, or grass banks are provided for the 

public. 

The Main Visitor Complex - Included with daily admission. 

Visitors can view rocket launches from the main centre once they clear the 

tree line. The launch pads are located 11 kilometres away. 

  Figure 21 - Photograph of a launch, as viewed from the NASA Causeway 
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Figure 22 -Map of launch day viewpoints, Kennedy space centre 
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2.10 PRECEDENT INVESTIGATION: THE BAIKONUR COSMODROME 

Located in southern Kazakhstan, the cosmodrome is the largest space vehicle 

launch facility in the world. The facility is controlled by Roscosmos State 

Corporation (Russian space Program) and the Russian Aerospace Forces. 53 

Much like KSC, the cosmodrome has tours available to visit museums all 

operated by private companies. These companies also provide tours that 

allow tourists to witness both manned and unmanned launches.  

LIFTOFF TRAVEL an English based company, offer observation of launches 

from a viewpoint approximately 1.2 kilometres from the launch pad.54  

There is a stark difference in the viewing distances at KSC and the 

cosmodrome. It should also be noted however that there is little information 

available on these companies. These numbers are most assuredly 

unconfirmed.   

Regardless, assuming 1.2 kilometres is safe, the following assumptions have 

been made to determine a safe distance from the Electron Rocket launch.  

SUMMARY: 

The Electron Rocket is less than half the size of the Soyuz type rockets 

launched from the cosmodrome. Electron Rocket’s also carry proportionally 

lower amounts of solid fuel, thanks to their hybrid Rutherford Engine.  

Therefore it is assumed that between, 300 to 500 meters would be 

considered a safe distance from the Electron Rocket launch. 

                                                           
53 “Baikonur Cosmodrome,” Wikipedia, accessed May 23, 2018, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baikonur_Cosmodrome 

54 “Itinerary,” LIFTOFF TRAVEL, accessed October 1, 2018, http://www.liftoff-travel.co.uk/  

Figure 23 - Soyuz rocket preparing for launch at Baikonur Cosmodrome 
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2.11 SUMMARY OF PRECEDENT 

The investigation of KSC and the Baikonur Cosmodrome has yielded strong 

insight into needs of a facility aimed at capitalizing on the love affair so many 

hold with space. It is clear from the popularity of these two sites that Launch 

Complex One has a bright future ahead. Some key takeaways from this 

investigation are: 

• Visitor centres are critical supplementary infrastructure for viewing 

rockets. The unpredictability of launches means a place where tourists 

can roam and explore is critical to providing a fulfilling experience. The 

centre also provides a natural anchor for transportation of tourists out to 

viewing points, beyond the main complex. 

• The location of a visitor centre can be symbolic. Situating the Mahia 

visitor centre within the launch compound means that tourists who were 

unable to see a launch for themselves, can still see the facility and say 

that they have in fact, stepped foot upon Launch Complex One. 

• Educational facilities are a means to endear the excitement of space and 

rocket development to the young and old. Facilities which are geared 

towards this will see benefit in terms of larger tourist diversity, they will 

also inspire future employees to follow careers that lead them back again. 

• One single vantage point is insufficient. The public will have the ability to 

view the rocket launch from areas far beyond the borders of the facility. 

However it is important to provide multiple options within the complex 

to. This is both to deal with numbers over the capacity of a single site and 

to suit VIPs, or other such invitational guests, as well as those whom are 

unable to afford more exclusive viewing experiences.  

Figure 24 - Rocket Lab, commemorative patch for the third launch, and first official 
commercial launch from Mahia 
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2.12 PRECENDENT STUDY: BLÅVAND BUNKER MUSEUM 

 

  

Figure 25 - Artistic render, approaching the museum 
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BLÅVAND BUNKER MUSEUM: 

Blåvand is a small coastal village facing the North Sea on the western edge of 

Denmark’s Jutland Peninsula. 640 kilometres to the east of Britain’s coastline, 

the area was a part of the Atlantic Wall during WWII. Stretching 5,000 

kilometres along the European Atlantic Sea coastline, the defensive line 

attempted to “defend” the occupying German forces from British airplane 

penetration. About 200 bunkers in total were built in Denmark during the 

war. Due to its strategical proximity to the harbour of Esbjerg, Blåvand was 

heavily fortified with roughly 50 bunkers.55 One such structure the Tirpitz 

bunker a 3.5-meter-thick concrete fortification built in late 1944, was 

intended to house a 38cm gun from a decommissioned German battleship. 

The bunker was abandoned during construction due to Germany’s defeat in 

May of 1945. After the war the Allies destroyed most bunkers in the area, this 

fortification was spared and converted in 1991 into a small museum 

dedicated to the history of the Atlantic Wall. The museum underwent 

expansion in 2012 lead by Bjarke Ingels Group architects. The new complex 

would comprise of the Blåvand Bunker museum, an amber museum, a 

museum of local history, and a gallery space for temporary exhibitions. All 

built aside the existing gun bunker. 56 

The new building consists primarily of reinforced concrete. Four large 

concrete slabs tilted slightly, attempt to replicate the rolling form of the 

surrounding dunes. The Tirpitz bunker is large and domineering over the 

landscape. In stark contrast the museum consigns itself to the natural lay of 

the land. Approaching the structure, you assume its form to be tight, heavy, 

and insular in nature. However, once you penetrate the core of the  

 

                                                           
55 Riccardo Bianchini, “Bjarke Ingels Group | TIRPITZ bunker museum – Blåvand, Denmark,” 
Inexhibit, accessed August 3, 2018, https://www.inexhibit.com/case-studies/big-bjarke-ingels-
group-tirpitz-museum-denmark/ 

 

comple, the building revels itself as light, open, and airy in nature. Crossing 

the threshold in the courtyard could be likened to arriving in a new world.  

   

56 ibid 

Figure 26 - The Tirpitz bunker with scupted gun installation 
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Figure 27 - Artistic render, entering the museum through the 'sliced' earth 
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The museum elects to build into the earth, rather than upward to maintain its sleek profile on the landscape. The Large glazed frontage towards the courtyard 

combined with the double height exhibition space below, is where the playful nature of the design comes to life. 

Figure 28 - Artistic render, the museum’s inner courtyard giving hints to the interior spaces 
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The combination of massive heavy concrete structure penetrated by huge spans of clean glazing overflowing light into the space, produces the illusion of the 

roof seemingly floating in space. 

Figure 29 - highlighting the double height interior of the museum 
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Figure 30 - Blåvand Bunker Museum floor plan, highlighting the connection to the Tirpitz Bunker and extents of the submerged portion of the building 
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Figure 31 - Diagram indicating the connection to existing trails 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

   

“The new museum will, in its architecture, function as an open heart 

integrated into the landscape. The museum is in every way the 

opposite of the militant history with its more closed, dark and heavy 

features.” 57 

– BIG 

“The new museum will be a cultural landmark attracting tourists to 

Varde as well as benefitting business in the region.”57 

 - Mayor, Gylling Haahr 

                                                           
57 Riccardo Bianchini, “Bjarke Ingels Group | TIRPITZ bunker museum – Blåvand, Denmark,” 
Inexhibit, July 26, 2018, accessed August 3, 2018, https://www.inexhibit.com/case-studies/big-
bjarke-ingels-group-tirpitz-museum-denmark/ 

AXIAL PLANNING AND ARRANGEMENT: 

BIG identified existing trails through the sand dunes and used these to 

generate an axis for the slices into the earth, forming the access to the 

internal courtyard of the building. 

The axis is positioned intelligently to ensure that the resulting courtyard 

leaves a large portion of each building’s inner façade open to daylight. This 

maximises the potential for natural light to penetrate what otherwise would 

be a completely artificially lit interior.57 

 

  

  

Figure 32 - collage, spatial breakdown and section indicating height in relation to the bunker 
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ANALYZING THE SECTION: 

In section it becomes clear how light and open the space below truly is. One point of note is 

the pitch of the roof is generated through continuation of the topography line, rather than 

an arbitrary angle. The internal layout of the building allows a person to circulate the entire 

complex totally underground. This is clever as a person topside has no perception of the 

vastness of the interconnected structure below. It also means that the upper layer of the 

bunker can perform its aesthetic function with no compromise for circulation. 

 

Figure 33 - Sectional collage, exploring the internal space of the museum 
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FOCUSING THE VIEWPOINT: 

Secondary to the physical exploration of the Blåvand museum, is a look into 

how the building alters the focus of the person as they approach, and interact 

with it. This process is documented below: 

  

1. On approach the site, the building, and surrounding context are 

experienced together, with no limit to the amount of sensory 

information a person can absorb. 

Figure 35- Museum approach, spatial awareness 

Figure 34 - collage, render vs reality, approaching the museum  
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2. Your perspective narrows abruptly as the context disappears and you enter the earth, heading towards the inner courtyard. Here a person’s focus is at its 

most constrained. With only a connection to the sky left to orientate themselves by, this passage acts as a threshold to the bunker proper.  

 

Figure 36- museum entry, spatial awareness 

Figure 37 – Perspective is gradually released while exiting the Museum  Figure 38 - Perspective narrowed passing through the entry slices of the museum 
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3. Finally, your focus is expanded but limited to the extents of the inner complex of the building. As the outside world around falls away you are left to 

experience the openness of the buildings, without the noise of environment around. Essentially, until you leave you are immersed in the history and world 

the architect has sculpted for you. 

Figure 39 - Museum interior, spatial awareness 

Figure 40 - circulating the interior of the museum 
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Figure 41 - circulating the interior of the museum. The world above is completely forgotten 
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SUMMARY OF THE JOURNEY: 

The result of this focused perspective is the production of spaces which allow the occupant to interact with the content of the museum, without the distraction 

of the wider world pulling attention elsewhere. The most suitable word for this is emersion. Maintaining emersion is critical to the success and draw factor of 

the site. The more profound the experience the greater the draw for tourists will be. Losing emersion diminishes the quality of the overall experience. 

 

Figure 42 - Aerial photograph over the bunker museum 
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3.0 PROGRAM AND BRIEF 

3.1 HYPOTHETICAL SCENARIO 

The client for this brief, the Wairoa district council and the community of 

Mahia, following suggestions made in the Giblin Group and TRC Tourism 

Report, wish to undertake a case study regarding the viewing of rocket 

launches and the design of a educational centre. These structures are 

intended to capitalise upon the significant tourism draw rockets bring to the 

area.   

A rocket launch is a short event which lasts less than two minutes. However, a 

launch window can range anywhere up to four hours long. Lift off may take 

place at any point during this time. Therefore, supplementary infrastructure is 

necessary to provide a fulfilling experience and allow visitors to pass time 

while waiting for a launch.  

The intention of this project is to ultimately design and document a viewing 

bunker in as close a proximity to the launch site as possible. The opportunity 

to view a launch from close range increases the thrill for holiday makers, and 

should maximise the potential draw for tourists to the area. In addition the 

space education and cultural centre shall act as supporting infrastructure for 

the viewing bunker. This scenario assumes budgeting can be secured and all 

necessary consents granted at its commencement.  

GENERAL SITE SELECTION:  

As established in precedent, the general site for this brief is limited to the 

Mahia Peninsular, specifically the Onenui Station. The adjacent aerial survey 

outlines the general extents of Onenui Station.

Figure 43 - Site plan indicating extents of Onenui Station 
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3.2 THE BRIEF  

The brief requires two individual architectural elements: 

• A bunker facility to watch the launches at close proximity.  

• A cultural and technology focused educational centre. 

 

 

  

THE BUNKER, LC1:  

Function: 

• Safely contain crowds of up to 180 people to view rocket launches. 

• Provide means to interest guests for the entirety of a four hour launch 

window.  

 

MEASURE OF SUCCESS: 

The completed design shall provide seamless connection between the visitor 

and the rocket. This is categorised by the following:  

• Maintaining un-impeded sight lines of the launch. 

• Provide a defined means to entertain guests, for the entirety of a 

four-hour launch window.  

• Provide an experience which extends beyond the launch of a rocket 

to maximise a visitor’s emersion in Mahia. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE SPACE EDUCATION AND CULTURAL CENTRE, MC1: 

Function:  

• Act as a supporting infrastructure to the viewing bunker, providing an 

anchor point for visitors to journey to the bunker and explore the wider 

environment. 

• Act as a means to integrate science and culture cementing a connection 

between Rocket Lab, space, and the Maori people.  

  

• Facilitate exhibits by and of: local iwi, culture, history, space technology 

and developments from Rocket Lab plus the wider space industry.  

• The facility shall also accommodate: Rocket Lab events (investor 

conferences), academic events ranging from local school programs to 

international academic events, and cultural performance events.   
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3.3 CULTURAL CONTEXT, ESTABLISHING A MOTIF  
 

THE TAIRAWHITI NAVIGATIONS PROJECT:  
The Tairawhiti Navigations Project is a regional tourism program aimed at 

improving and celebrating heritage sites throughout the Gisborne (Tairawhiti) 

district. It is described as a vehicle for delivering heritage interpretation and 

improved heritage destinations. Making the historic environment of 

Tairawhiti more accessible to visitors and residents alike.58  

The primary focus is centred on three key points:  

• Development and implementation of heritage stories.  

• Improving physical and intellectual access to heritage sites. 

• Taking advantage of iconic sites as gateways for regional heritage 

development through new or improved visitor attractions. 59 

 

Much like Mahia, Gisborne has a rich cultural heritage spanning back to the 

first waka from East Polynesia in the 13th century. It was also where Captain 

Cook first came ashore in 1769. The project comprises of a community/iwi 

driven cultural heritage trail through: the Gisborne inner harbour area, the 

Titirangi Reserve, and key sites throughout the district. The nucleus of these 

sites is a permanent navigation exhibition at the Tairawhiti Museum.60 They 

intend to develop these sites with a consistent ‘brand’, in order to unify the 

sites within the district. Each site will be supplemented by, and enhance local 

business such as retail and food outlets. This in conjunction with prompting 

new, and improving existing tourism focused companies. Each site  

                                                           
58 Nedine Thatcher Swann, Tairawhiti Navigations Full Project plan (n.p.: Gisborne District 

Council, 2013), 1-2 

 

 

 

 

is intended to reference others along the trail with the intention of enticing 

visitors to continue along the path. 61 

Launch Complex One is the first site whereby New Zealand begins its own 

journey of development and discovery into space. For Mahia it provides a 

catalyst for developing tourist infrastructure, in much the same way as the 

Tairawhiti program does for Gisborne.  

In summary Launch Complex One shall: 

• Provide a demonstration of an architectural brand or motif and establish 

a consistent unifying experience to visitors. 

• Recognise the educational centre as a hub for travel outwards to 

subsidiary points, with the purpose of both exploring and telling the story 

of the land and its people.  

 

59 ibid  
60 ibid 
61 ibid 
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Figure 44 - Woven cloak with tāniko border 

ESTABLISHING A MOTIF:  

Diamonds and triangles throughout history have been used to imply meaning 

by many cultures and peoples. The Maori employ these forms in a style of 

weaving known as Tāniko.  

Considered the most challenging of all Māori weaves. The weaver will 

typically create Tāniko borders using the same vertical threads making up the 

cloak’s body. The weave is used only for borders as it is too stiff to produce 

full garments. Two styles of decoration are of interest to this Brief namely:62  

Waharua kōpito - Vertically paired diamond shapes. Translated as “a point 
where people or events cross.” The pattern represents that change occurs at 
such meeting points. 

Aronui - Triangular patterns, representing the pursuit of knowledge of the 
natural world.63 

It is important to understand that this technique is decorative in nature. This 
provides a good indication of the limitations of its use architecturally within 
the brief. Its implementation should be limited to core elements within the 
space, as opposed to forming the primary focus of each structure.     

The symbolism of such forms strikes a direct comparison to the melding of 
culture and technology at Launch Complex One. Culture and technology cross 
paths in the terrestrial realm, before continuing their journeys onward into 
the ether. The shape captures and releases these forces, using the land as its 
anchor.  

  

                                                           
62 “Taniko,” Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa, accessed April 12, 2018, 
https://collections.tepapa.govt.nz/topic/3644 

63 Ibid 

Figure 45 - Diagram depicting the 
intersection of culture and technology at 
Mahia 
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4.0 SITE INVESTIGATION 

4.1 SITE SELECTION 

The southern tip of the peninsula is made up of low rolling hills that rise and 

fall around 20 meters. Slicing through these hills are gullies and waterways 

working outwards, before falling 100 meters to the ocean below. The 

northern tip of the peninsula is flanked by a mountain range with deep valleys 

snaking south east and west. This combination of topography makes for an 

incredibly picturesque landscape.  

The decision to situate both LC1 and MC1 on the peninsula tip is threefold.  

• As per the Kennedy Space Centre, even if a person is unable to view a 

launch they can at least visit the site and know they have set foot on the 

range.  

• Second is to immerse the structures in the raw, natural beauty of the 

peninsula. Providing visitors with a base point to outwardly explore this 

beauty themselves. 

• Finally, the centre provides both a physical and metaphoric reconnection 

for Maori, to the stars which once guided them to the shores of New 

Zealand.  

 

Two criteria are critical to the selection of each building’s site: 

• In the interest of maximising views of the rocket launch, and the 

surrounding landscape. The facilities should be placed at high points on 

the topography. 

• Secondly, the bunker should be positioned at a safe distance from the 

launch. But still allow the maximum viewing angle before the rocket 

disappears from sight.  

 

Highlighted on the Topo 50 map below are two areas of interest to 

position LC1, and MC1 respectively.  

Figure 46 - Topo50 map of the peninsular tip, with highlighted site selections 
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4.2 SITE ONE: THE BUNKER, LC1   

Site one is a crest atop a sweeping hill, roughly 380m from the launch pad. The site offers a panoramic 

view of the launch and as established in precedent study, sits at a reasonable enough distance to be 

considered safe. Figure 47 - Site plan, LC1 
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One benefit of being at such distance from the launch means that glazing will likely not be restricted. 

However, it will still be required to be reinforced in some manor to ensure building’s integrity, and 

occupant safety in the event of catastrophic failure.  

 

Figure 50 – LC1 site plan simplified  

Figure 49 - LC1 Site section 

Figure 48 - View from LC1 site towards the launch pad 
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SITE ONE: REFINED BUNKER SITE SELECTION: 

The actual crest of the hilltop is expansive. Highlighted above are two 

potential locations considered for the final position of the bunker site. 

Position Two is most attractive, as the curve of the contour seems to 

generate a natural ‘U’ shape. This could begin to form some sort of 

reception for tourists to arrive to the bunker. Position Two’s tighter 

radius also allows it to align to the launch axis providing a more direct 

line of sight over the rocket. 

Position One is more of a broader gentler curve. This seems to suggest a 

building on a much grander scale, one too large for this brief.  

 

POSITION TWO 

POSITION ONE 

POSITION ONE 

POSITION TWO 

Figure 52 - LC1 detailed site plan, with potential final site selections 

Figure 51 - drawing investigating potential LC1 site 
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4.3 SITE TWO: EDUCATIONAL CENTRE MC1 

Site two is also situated at a high point on the 

landscape. Its position creates a natural 

middle point on the peninsular tip. The site is 

accessible from the existing road, minimising 

the impact of further development on the 

landscape.  

The site also overlooks a deep valley and 

offers unimpeded views out across the 

peninsula towards the rocket, and back 

towards the northern mountain range. Placing 

the facility here would generate a solid anchor 

point to the peninsula. It would also establish 

it as landmark or beacon, by which visitors can 

use it as a visual reference when venturing 

outward on walks and trails.     

 

Figure 53 - Site plan, MC1 
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Figure 54 - MC1 site plan, with snapshots of the existing hillside 
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SECTION ONE 

SECTION TWO 

SECTION THREE 

Figure 55 - Site sections, MC1 
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5.0 BUNKER, LC1 DESIGN 

5.1 DEFINING A BUNKER  

Before shaping LC1, it is important to define exactly what a bunker is. Bunkers 

are a defensive fortification tasked with protecting people, or valued 

materials from external factors. Bunkers were most famously used as 

emplacements during both World Wars and the Cold War. However, they also 

can be purposed as storm or nuclear shelters.64 

A bunkers primary objective is protection. In the past this typically called for 

thick walls of concrete, often below ground, with a fixed point of entry and 

minimised visibility to limit weakness in the protective shell. 65 

This runs in opposition to the purpose of LC1. Here the aim is to maximise 

visibility outward towards the rocket and upwards to track its flight. The 

narrative shifts from exclusively producing a structure which fits the criteria 

of what a bunker should be, to one which seeks to harness the idea of a 

bunker. Utilising it to amplify the experience of the person within.  

Specifically, the aim is to produce a structure which feels: heavy, massive, and 

secure on approach. Yet once inside generates feelings of: light, airy, 

openness. All the while still projecting a feeling of strength and confidence for 

the person at such proximity to a potentiality dangerous event. 

  

                                                           
64 “Bunker,” Wikipedia, accessed April 12, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bunker 65 ibid 

Figure 56 - Typical world war era bunker 
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5.2 SCULPTING LC1  

Fundamentally the bunker needs to be arranged in such a way to: receive 

guests, contain them until launch, facilitate a view of the launch, and finally 

allow the crowd to disperse. 

Programmatically the building should be planed around three key areas:  

• Entry  

• Containment 

• View 

 

The act of entry and containment are milestones leading up to the view. 

These should be kept separate as one is in preparation of the other, they do 

not work in parallel. This suggests that emphasis on the threshold between 

containment and viewing should be developed in detail. 

FLOW AND CONTAINMENT: 

It is critical for the safety of the visitor that their movement once they have 

arrived at the bunker, is heavily controlled. This is to stop them from 

venturing out and putting themselves at risk, or potentially interrupting a 

launch.  

Therefore, the movement of a person within the structure must be 

considered. The idea is to continually pull the person forward, rather than 

allow them to return the way they came. Pragmatically this means that the 

staff are more easily able to control and limit the movement of people, 

knowing exactly where everyone is, at all times. 

 

 

 

 

 

The separation of Containment and View feed a forward moving precession 

through the space. As demonstrated above the intersecting lines suggest a 

pull towards the internal threshold, before pushing a person forward and out 

of the form. 

 

  

Figure 57 - Diagram exploring LC1 functions 
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REFINING THE SHAPE:  

During site selection. It was proposed to use the shape of the hilltop to inform 

the design of LC1. Furthering this concept, the three functions of the bunker 

were overlaid on the topography and an axis was produced indicating a direct 

line of sight to the rocket. By rough tracing a smoothened line over the 

contour, then mirroring and aligning the resulting convex curve, a form 

 

 

bearing striking resemblance to the earlier diagrammatical drawings of LC1 

took shape. In the interest of containment, I saw opportunity to submerge 

the space into the earth. This would provide a natural barrier and simplify the 

entry to the building, as well as focus the occupant towards the launch.    

Figure 58 - Exploratory drawings, defining LC1's shape 
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OPENING THE COURTYARD: 

A major take away from the Blåvand museum was controlling people’s vision, 

in an effort to manipulate their experience of the building and its content. 

The bunker’s purpose is to focus a person’s vison, taking them away from the 

wider context so they have no distraction at the point of lift off. For the 

occupant, movement down into a structure within the earth also creates an 

atmosphere of security and strength. Something which is reassuring being at 

such proximity to a potentially dangerous event. 

Move over, it seems to abrupt to remove a person from the context of the 

peninsular immediately. Considering that a launch could be anytime within a 

four-hour window, a gradual procession through the space is desired. By 

Utilising open space within the bunker at the point of containment, a person 

will have some connection to the peninsula.  

Conveniently the convex nature of the form in plan naturally suggests an 

internal outdoor space. This internal elevation is also north facing, allowing 

the bunker to be naturally lit through most of the day.   

The interior courtyard excavation will be terraced at its norther extent. This 

shall maximise useable outdoor space, while also preventing anyone from 

leaving the area. 

 

Figure 59 - LC1 interior courtyard concept in plan and section 
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5.3 DEVELOPING THE SECTION 

Taurangaika Pa, a gunfighter Pa built late during the New Zealand Wars 

conflict circa 1869 served as a source of inspiration to the bunkers cross 

section.66 Primarily the interest in this section was for the proximity of 

habitable space, to the defensive line of the Pa. Another key takeaway was 

the size of the section. 5-6 meters would be an ideal floor plate depth to suit 

natural lighting on LC1.    

Using this section as a base, the form was transformed into a more open, 

light, and airy space. Working the section by opening the inner wall to suit 

solar gain and containment requirements of LC1, began to hint at an 

interesting geometry. Maintaining the 5-6m dimension provided a firm scale 

check for the sizing of LC1. The next logical step was to explore this section 

further, by applying it to the indicative floor plan.  

                                                           
66 Ian Knight, Adam Hook, Maori Fortifications (Oxford: Osprey Pub.,2009), 52-53   

Figure 61 - Developing LC1 in section 

Figure 60 - Early LC1, concept sketch 

Figure 62 - Interpretation sketch of Taurangaika Pa section 
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FURTHER REFINEMENT: 

The following drawings highlight the continuing development 

after defining the general make up of the section detail.  At this 

point, a decision to pitch the roof in two planes to match the 

profile of the hill was made. During this process the roof pitch in 

cross section was also increased to improve head height at 

entry.    

Raking the roof produced an attractive front on elevation for 

the approach. The form suggests a continued journey 

downward into the containment space.    

 

Figure 64 - Developing LC1's main elevations 

Figure 63 - LC1 initial concept elevation 
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5.4 MODELING FIRST PASS  

The roof of LC1 was crucial to the design narrative 

which had taken shape so far. Across the peninsula it is 

the only element of the bunker visable to visitors. 

Translating the two dimensional elevations and 

sections of this roof, into a three dimensional form was 

fairly difficult. However the end result speaks for itself. 

The curve and pitch work harmoniously to produce an 

elegant curved shape. 

At this point it was pertinent to establish a rough sense 

of materiality. Recalling both Blåvand and Taurangaika 

Pa, the intent was to have the roof planted to mimic 

the rolling grassy landscape of the peninsular. These 

roofs are notoriously heavy. Therefore, large glulam 

beams were added at regular intervals to support the 

load.    

Figure 66 - 3D model of LC1 roof 

Figure 65 - LC1 roof in context 
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CONTINUING TO MODEL: 

After completing the roof, the building below was modelled in place. This 

produced a clear resolution of earlier exploratory drawings of the space. 

While exploring this model the following determinations were made: 

• The internal elevation of the bunker should not be solid. The edge should 

simply provide weather screening. The juxtaposition between the solid 

green roof and open interior creates a space which feels as though the 

earth has been scooped out, and rammed against one end of the site. 

 

 

• When entering the building, a visitor is aware of the mass surrounding 

them. Generating qualities of safety and security. 

• The new open-air approach to the bunker conflicts with the necessity for 

containment of occupants, specifically at the point of entry. However, this 

is simple to resolve by placing fare collection machines at the entry so 

people may enter, but not return. 

Figure 67 – Render of LC1 from entry point 
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  Figure 68 - LC1, render from internal courtyard back towards the entry 
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5.5 AREAS OF FOCUS 

There are four remaining areas to be refined in this design 

process: 

1. Visualise program elements for the containment space.   

2. Finalise the shape and design of the View Bunker. 

3. Explore the internal threshold 

4. Explore utilising the focus field, as part of the forward 

moving journey.  

1 

2 

3 

4 

Figure 69 - Indicative floor plan LC1 
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5.6 CONTAINMENT PROGRAM 

It is pertinent to define some potential programmatical activities for the containment space. Basic 

amenity such as toilets and store, are to be relegated to under the entry ramp.  

The main containment space could however facilitate the following: 

• Gallery and exhibition space for technology, local art, and culture. 

• Information stations displaying companies that are launching satellites on this flight, and the history 

of previous flights.  

• Areas which breakdown the order of events for a launch, and what is about to take place. 

• Child focused activities i.e playgrounds or interactive areas. 

Figure 70 - LC1, refined internal courtyard 
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5.7 FORMING THE VIEWING BUNKER 

During the process of conceptualising LC1, one decision stood apart from the 

rest in terms of complexity. That decision was whether it was beneficial to 

provide an individual, or collective experience of the launch. The reason that 

the collective was deemed beneficial was because in experiencing the launch 

of the rocket, a person is suddenly acutely aware of the shear capability and 

potential of humanity. Sharing that feeling with a large group of people as 

opposed to a few, amplifies the emotion of the event endearing itself to the 

person as something truly unforgettable. The emotion of a launch is evident 

when you replay videos of Elon Musk and his reaction to the successful 

launch of his Falcon Heavy Rocket. The man is overtaken with emotion, this 

same emotion will be experienced by each and every person present at a 

Rocket Lab launch.67  

                                                           
67 “Elon Musk Extremely Emotional Reaction To Falcon Heavy Launch,” filmed February 2018, 
YouTube Video,1.12, posted by “Elon Musk Viral Videos,” February 2018, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zK6FSK98asc   

 

Figure 71 - LC1, comparing collective and individual bunker options 

Figure 72 - Elon Musk reacts to the launch of his Falcon Heavy Rocket 
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Initially, the viewing bunker was simple mirror of the containment space. The 

problem with replicating this shape is that the radius of the bend was too 

tight. The curve needed to be shallower, allowing everyone a front row 

experience of the launch. 

The flanks of the bunker were initially intended to be a simple earth berm, as 

per the early sketch below. However, there was opportunity here to rethink 

this element. Rather than an earth berm, the edge would be concrete. The 

concrete gives a feeling of mass and weight to the structure. Concrete also 

anchors the form into the earth, again expressing the feeling of strength and 

security. Two critical criteria of a bunker.   

In drawing, triangular cross bracing along the glazed edge of the elevation 

was typically expressed. This became an opportunity to implement a Tāniko 

pattern, expressing the overarching design motif of Launch Complex One. 

Upon reflection, the bunker is the cumulative meeting point of technology, 

and culture on the peninsula. It is this moment all the suspense of the journey 

has added up to. The launch is likely to leave a lasting imprint on those who 

make to journey to view it. This displays the change that occurs at the centre 

of the web.  

  

The new curve was shaped to suit 60 people along the leading edge, 

accommodating 180 people in a crowd of 3 deep 

Figure 73 - LC1, defining the bunker radius 

Figure 74 - LC1, viewing bunker concept sketches 
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FORMING THE VIEWING BUNKER CONT.: 

The Southern elevation of the viewing bunker is a critical to the success of the 

entire structure. It must be strong enough to span the height of the opening, 

sturdy enough in the event of some failure to protect the occupants from any 

debris, and the outer glazing must strike a perfect balance between openness 

and coverage. 

Rather than large single spans of glazing, each section should be separated so 

that in the event of damage the affected section can be replaced 

independently. The implementation of the Tāniko pattern supports this as 

glazing will be separated into segments to suit the weave. The translation of 

the Tāniko pattern into built architectural form came as a spur of the moment 

thought that glazing must be scaled to the size of a human. Mullions and 

columns do not make effective  

 

 

 

 

windows and given the size of the opening it was obvious that steel was the 

most efficient means of spanning the gap. The gusset is as much an 

architectural element as a structural one. The size of these elements will 

require reasonable fixing. Visually however, it provides a grounding to the 

piece and creates a definitive start and stop to the repeating form. This makes 

you conscious that there are individual elements within the pattern, rather 

than one conglomerate. While it would likely perform structurally the same, 

the sense is that it is stronger as individual pieces. If one piece fails, others 

survive. Whereas one larger piece crumbles completely if only one portion 

gives way.           

Figure 75 - LC1, developed viewing bunker elevation 

Figure 76 - LC1, Taniko steel structure design 
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Early exploratory drawings struggled with the business of capturing a wide 

enough view of the rocket in flight from lift off, to the point it vanishes from 

sight. The only effective means of capturing the rockets path was to angle to 

face of the bunker. The resulting angle must be shallow enough not to create 

un usable space along the edge, and deep enough to allow people to see the 

entirety of the rockets path.  

Understanding the rockets flight path was a critical aspect of ensuring the 

angle is correct. To re-cap, from research the rocket will disappear out of 

sight at 50,000 ft. However, the rocket does not travel in a straight line. 

Rather it will arc out over the ocean, away from land. To the right is an 

example of a time lapsed Atlas 5 rocket launched from KSC, the Electron 

rocket will arc in a similar fashion. Using an estimated arc, it was calculated 

that the bunker at its current position, require a 60 degree view range to 

capture the entire flight of the rocket. Coincidentally the arbitrary angle 

produced initially for the Tāniko web during modelling was projected at 60 

degrees from horizontal. The drawings below demonstrate the required 

angle, and the bunkers ability to accommodate it.   
Figure 77 - KSC Atlas 5 Rocket night time launch 

Figure 78 - LC1, sections 
exploring launch view angles 
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5.8 THE INTERNAL THRESHOLD 

The final piece of the bunker design is the transition from containment, into 

the viewing space. It has been mentioned multiple times that this transition is 

the point where a person’s vision is shifted and focused completely on the 

rocket launch. This element was more difficult than expected to produce. 

Previously no thought had been put into the actual act of transition, or how it 

may look. Initially, the design consisted of a narrowed opening with a set of 

stairs down into the bunker area. This was counter to the idea of producing a 

journey as visitors could see the final destination, long before they arrived 

there. This spoiled the magic and suspense of the entire experience, 

completely breaking the emersion. 

The solution was to close the space completely, holding the reveal until the 

very last moment. This was achieved by automatic doors on the intermediate 

landing between the Containment and Viewing Bunker. Flanked either side of 

the door will be data displays, these shall highlight updates from Rocket Lab 

on the conditions for launch and estimated time to launch. Having a 

countdown should serve to build further anticipation for the visitors, 

especially children and make them feel as though they are truly a part of the 

launch process. Once zero is reached the doors will automatically open and 

allow people to begin the transition into the bunker, before closing again just 

before launch. This continues the forward moving narrative and effectively 

controls the crowd. The reason for the transitional landing between the 

spaces was very deliberate. Presented here was one final opportunity to 

tease the visitor. Instead of the doors opening revealing the launch pad in 

front of them, they must descend into the space one final time before the 

rocket is revealed. This makes them question if this really is the end of the 

journey, or just another passage to move through. The following snapshots 

follow the order of events while crossing threshold.     

  

1. AWAITING COUNTDOWN 

Figure 79 - LC1 internal threshold, waiting to open 
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2. FINALLY OPENING 

3. TIME TO ENTER 

4. TRANSITIONING 

5. FINALLY ARRIVED Figure 80 - Collage LC1, traveling through the threshold 
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6. LIFT OFF ! Figure 81 - LC1, view from bunker out to launch pad 
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5.9 CONTEMPLATION  

The final act of the journey has arrived at last. Once the rocket has left the 

ground, and disappeared from sight. All that is left is a plume of smoke, and 

an empty launch arm. A person will be left to contemplate exactly what they 

have just witnessed. Behind them on the walls is live data displays showing 

launch information, flight statistics, and tracking the rocket to the point of 

satellite deployment. Once the range is made safe doors at the either flank of 

the bunker will open, allowing the person to move forward into the courtyard 

which previously framed their view. As they exit the bunker, their vison will 

be released and they will again be able to experience the entire peninsular.  

 

At this point they will also be able to see the bunker and launch pad in unison. 

They can now make sense of the journey they have just completed. A path 

will lead them around back to the point of arrival, where shuttles will be 

waiting to return them to MC1.  

This point of reflection is highly metaphoric and difficult to explore through 

drawing. However, the following image was generated in an attempt to 

romanticise the site, displaying something along the lines of what a person 

may be feeling post launch.   

Figure 82 reflecting on a launch 
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5.10 EXPLORING THE JOURNEY, LC1 

The purpose of focusing so intently on this journey is to amplify the sense of 

drama and suspense felt by the person viewing the launch. The actual 

physical action of the rocket launching is over within seconds of it beginning. 

Therefore, every action should be taken to extend this experience, immersing 

the person in Mahia for as long as possible.  

From an oversight, the journey from MC1 to LC1 shall be organised to reduce 

and focus a person’s perception of the wider landscape, down to just 

themselves and the rocket. This journey is designed to pull the person along 

the path guiding them every step of the way.   

During the transition towards LC1, a person shall experience the entire 

peninsular with the bunker in full view. This serves as a destination for their 

trip, allowing a directional focus to begin to occur.  

As the person arrives at LC1, they pass over the crest of the hill revealing the 

entry. At this point the person is shown only a direction forward and perceive 

a journey carrying them down into the concave structure.  

After crossing the threshold, the decent downwards limits the perception of 

the peninsular. At this point a person is contained and is unable to return 

whence they came. Focus is torn between a limited experience of the 

peninsula and activities within the containment space while waiting for 

launch. 

Once open, the secondary threshold within the structure re-orientates the 

persons focus, widening it along a controlled axis towards the rocket. The 

extents of the bunker are controlled in order to focus all lines of sight 

forward. Here the occupant experiences a controlled line of site to the rocket 

removing all context, except that which they find directly in front of them. 

 

 

Once the launch occurs the person continues forward again out of the 

viewing bunker into the courtyard area, which was until this point off limits to 

access.  

Here the person is left to ponder what they have just experienced. 

Simultaneously they are made aware of the extents of the space they have 

just traversed through and resided within.  

Finally, the person is led around a track to the side of LC1 towards the entry 

point. Along the way vantage points shall offer snapshots of the immediate 

context, before culminating in a vantage point atop one of the berms at the 

entry of LC1. Here as a final gesture the person may experience LC1, the 

launch pad, the wider peninsular, and MC1 all at once. 

Moving constantly forward means the person never retraces their steps. Each 

point along the path is a new element to experience. This serves to extend 

the thrill and emersion of the person at Launch Complex One, far beyond the 

initial launch. This achieves one critical measure of success for this structure.  

  

Figure 83 - degrees of spatial awareness diagram 
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Figure 84 - LC1 approaching from shuttle drop-off 

MAKING THE JOURNEY: 

The following images provide a point of view experience of 

moving through LC1. 

The journey begins at the shuttle drop off point, moving 

towards LC1’s entry.  

The view then moves down into the containment space, 

before crossing the internal threshold into the viewing 

bunker. 

Finally, the journey ends in the contemplation courtyard post 

lift off.  

Figure 85 - LC1, main entry 

1 Approaching from shuttle drop-off  

2 LC1 Entry 
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Figure 86 – entering LC1 
Figure 89 - LC1, containment courtyard looking across open space 

Figure 88 - LC1, containment courtyard covered activities area 

3 Descending into LC1 
5 Contained 

4 Contained 6 Crossing the threshold Figure 87 - LC1, crossing the threshold 
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Figure 90 - LC1, internal render viewing bunker 

7 Within the bunker, preparing for launch 

8 Post Launch, contemplation courtyard 

Figure 91 - LC1, contemplation courtyard 
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5.11 LC1 FINAL DESIGN   

Figure 92 - View of LC1, from rocket launch pad 
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Figure 93 - LC1 final design, 3D view 
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Figure 94 - LC1 final design, 3D section 
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6.0 MAIN CENTRE, MC1 DESIGN  

6.1 REFINING THE PROGRAM 

The Mahia Peninsular is an incredibly rural environment. The township is 

around 45 minutes drive north, and MC1 will be the only form of public 

amenity on the peninsula. Given the large numbers of people the rockets are 

expected to attract, MC1 must take on all basic amenity functions as part of 

its program.  

 The term ‘Public Amenity’ represents the following: 

• Rest areas  

• Food  

• Toilets 

• First aid (first response only) 

In addition to public amenity, as informed by the investigation of Kennedy 

Space Centre. MC1 shall accommodate the following core functions:  

• Museum / Exhibition Space - This space is intended to house exhibits 

related to Rocket Lab, as well as exhibits related to the history, and 

culture of the Mahia Peninsula. 

• Education Programs - Classrooms and teaching spaces focused on: 

cultural teachings, technology / STEM subjects. These spaces shall be 

aimed at all age ranges from children, through teenagers and adults.  

• Explorer - MC1 shall act as the nucleus or gateway to the peninsular for 

tourists wishing to trek across the landscape. Spatially this requires an 

Information point for people to acquire maps, or join groups for guided 

tours.  

• Events and Corporate - MC1 shall have the means to hold corporate 

functions and conferences, as well as provide offices, and flexible meeting 

spaces for staff.  
Figure 95 - Mahia overall site plan 
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FOCUSING RESOURCE: 

MC1 will fulfil multiple roles, acting as a true hub for the region. The 

complexity of designing a building with so many factors at play, means it is 

easy to become lost in design limbo and waste resource on things which need 

not be done. The reality this of design is, each function will not require equal 

amounts of physical space, or energy to be attributed to it. Before the design 

process began, a simple sanity check was produced to help direct focus on 

this journey. The values are arbitrary however, they indicate a best guess at 

the influence each element has on the general design. 

 

 

6.2 ESTABLISHING A LANDMARK  

MC1 like the Blavand Museum, will be perceived as a landmark for the region. 

This statement was important to solidify at the outset of design, because it 

sets the tone for the architecture to come. The design should make a strong 

statement on the peninsular. However, it should not overshadow the natural 

beauty of the landscape. Much like LC1, this suggested an intimate 

relationship between building and landscape. 

Above are some initial exploratory sketches generated at the point of site 

selection. The concept of an intimate building and topography heavily 

influenced the first few drawings produced. There was a tendency to show a 

more segregated form, spread evenly over the hillside. This indicated pods 

which may pop up, hinting at a larger complex of spaces within the hillside. 

By the end of this drawing session however, the sketches had transitioned 

away from pods to a single larger element. Above is the final drawing from 

this period. It depicts a tapered box against the hillside, rather than within it. 

Immediately I found the tapered edge of the form captivating. It seemed to 

complement the hilltop in elevation, erupting up out of the earth to challenge 

the crest, without completely overpowering it.         

  

Figure 96 - MC1 initial concept sketches 

Figure 97 - Sanity chart 
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Post design of LC1, a second round of exploratory sketches took place on 

MC1. The tapering form began to take on a triangular shape in plan. The 

reasoning for this being that as the viewpoint shifted, there was a realisation 

the point of the triangle could be orientated to provide a potential secondary 

view of the rocket launch. The pyramid form stands proudly on the landscape,  

serving as a strong yet subtle landmark for visitors to orientate themselves 

against. The pitch of the roof was intended to juxtapose the natural fall of the 

hill side by erupting out of the earth in competition. However, from the front 

it appears to be integrated seamlessly into the landscape.  

Something yet to be mentioned is the secondary, buried element in the 

background of the pyramid. This hints at a structure which is primarily within 

the hillside, rather than above it. The thinking around an underground 

structure at this point was, if the elevation of MC1 was busied with multiple 

above ground elements, the presence and power of the established form 

would be greatly reduced. Therefore, every effort to extenuate the pyramid 

should be made by reducing the noise around it, allowing it to dance its dance 

with the hilltop.      

  

Figure 98 - MC1, conceptual sketches 
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6.3 BURYING THE COMPLEX  

Repeating the previous point. Busying MC1’s elevation with multiple above 

ground elements, reduces its presence and power across the landscape. This 

suggested a complex which is primarily within the hill side. However, there is 

another reason why burying the form is beneficial to the design’s quality.    

Pragmatically speaking, the programme of MC1 calls for a facility that is 

immense in scale. This is due in part to the large number of functions it shall 

fulfil, but primarily because it is a landmark. Therefore, it should by some 

manner be distinguishable over the vastness of the peninsula tip.  

In short, the hilltop is simply not large enough to contain the complex 

effectively above ground.  

This presents its own set of benefits and challenges.  

Benefits: 

• Following the design of LC1, burying the facility will pull occupants focus 

away from the entire peninsular. This means they can focus more on the 

information and content of the space. Further, more crafted and 

controlled views from within the facility can be generated. Especially with 

the suggestion of a secondary launch vantage point. 

• Burying the facility into the landscape accentuates the connection 

between technology and nature. A continuation of the overarching design 

motif.  

Challenges: 

• There is a contradiction between a facility recessed into the earth and a 

facility which is intended to be viewed as a landmark on the landscape. 

This is resolved by the pyramid form, however it is important to state as 

an obstacle overcome.   

  

Figure 99 - MC1 refined concept sketch 

Figure 100 - MC1, draft floor plan 
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6.4 PRODUCING THE FLOOR PLAN 

The floor plan of MC1 was birthed initially from the exploratory sketches of 

the triangular landmark, with the supplementary cut into the hillside intended 

as an entrance. The cut is shaped to form a congregation point and maximise 

glazing along the eastern elevation.  

Rather than producing a simple rectangular shape within the hillside. I elected 

to produce a tangential line driven by the radius of the entry slice. There are 

three main factors that prompted this decision: 

• The orientation of the building means that daylight is limited, a deeper 

floor plate would require significant amounts of artificial lighting to 

support it. This is the same with the HVAC requirements for the space. 

• A shallower floor plate also reduces excavation requirements, limiting but 

not mitigating the environmental impact of MC1. 

• The height of the hill in this area means it is possible to build multiple 

stories rather than outwards. 

 

INTERNAL RELATIONSHIP: 

One idea was to break MC1 into smaller individual pieces. However, it felt 

right to combine all its functions into one main centre. The grandness of MC1 

reflects the impact and potential of Rocket Lab. The intention was to produce 

a space which awes someone as they enter it. Part of this awe is the surprise 

of suddenly entering such a massive space. One which you cannot even begin 

to perceive from outside. Furthermore, breaking down the spaces reduces 

the feeling of collective experience. The design here is driven for much the 

same reasons as LC1, the collective experience trumps the individual.  

Figure 101 - MC1, developing sketch floor plan 
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The landmark piece of MC1 will contain the technological museum elements 

of the structure. The vast glazing shall provide unabated views out across the 

peninsular, acting as a secondary vantage point for the launch of the rocket. 

This vantage point offers a different setting for the launch. Where LC1 is a 

focused and controlled journey, MC1 is a broader more generic experience. 

The educational classrooms, as well as the corporate and amenity-based 

functions shall be aligned to the nor-eastern retaining wall. A limited outlook 

means that people in the classroom and office spaces can more easily focus 

on the task at hand. Likewise, amenity does not require any enhanced 

outlook. 

 

  
Figure 102 - MC1, exploring spatial relationships 
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DEVELOPING THE PLAN: 

The entry curve created a problematic junction wasting a lot of floor area. Testing several ideas, the decision was made to step the plan retaining the education 

and corporate functions in this area as it is the best place for it. This created a forecourt along the entry curve, which could be utilised for amenity.  

Figure 103 - MC1, sketching to refine the floor plan 
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6.5 EXPLORING THE SECTION 

Developing the section brought to 

light that the roof structure forms 

quite a grand valley where the 

landmark and buried elements 

meet. This serves to create a natural 

internal separation between the 

museum, and cultural space. 

The vast retained wall has huge 

opportunity to be developed in the 

future. One idea would be to 

consult local iwi and artists to 

produce pieces to be inlaid into the 

wall.      Figure 104 - MC1, main section concept sketches 
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DEVELOPING THE MUSEUM SECTION: 

It was clear while drawing the building in section, the floor to 

ceiling glazing in the museum would be counterproductive to 

the viewing of exhibits. The landscape beyond in combination 

with ambient light, would over expose items in the foreground. 

The solution was to create a stepped edged around the 

perimeter of the museum and sculpt the earth up to the new 

leading edge. This grounded the building and provided just 

enough of a visual break between interior and exterior to allow 

a person to focus on the exhibits.  

Figure 105 - MC1, museum section development 
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POPULATING THE PLATFORM: 

The stairs for the platform will be utilised as a secondary view point for rocket 

launches, as well as for ‘open air’ classes, discussions, and tours.  

The platform should be made wide enough to accommodate crowds of 3 to 4 

deep to view a launch. Nominally this dimension is about 3 meters.   

 

 

 

 

The Platform has further potential to be used for events such as: 

• Dining functions. 

• Kids camps.  

• Weddings. 

• Parties. etc 

 

Figure 106 - MC1 museum viewing platform sketch 
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6.6 REFINING THE ELEVATION 

Figure 107 - MC1 Sketches to refine front elevation 
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6.7 PRELIMANRY DESIGN COMPLETE 

With MC1 approaching a reasonable level of resolution. The decision was 

made to produce a preliminary design documentation set, which could be 

translated into BIM modelling. The elevations and plan (above and right) 

were worked up in 2D incorporating all decisions thus far.  

Using these as a base, the model was developed producing the following 

results. The design review will consist of an exterior and interior review 

for the sake of clarity.  

Figure 109 - MC1, preliminary design elevations 

Figure 108 – MC1, preliminary design floor plan 
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Figure 110 - MC1 exterior render main elevation 
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Figure 111 - MC1, exterior render approaching the entry 
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Figure 112 - MC1, exterior render of landmark roof 
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6.8 EXTERIOR PRELIMANRY DESIGN REVIEW 

Overall the transition from sketch to three dimensional object progressed 

without any noteworthy obstacles rearing their heads. This seamless 

transition is attributed to a solid understanding of the site prior to design. 

That said, there were a few areas which required modification or clarification 

to achieve the desired end result:  

• Questions were raised over the sheer size of the landmarks roof span. 

There will need to be some rudimental resolution of the roofs structure. 

This is because the size of the members required to hold something of 

this size up, will have significant aesthetic impact on the finalised 

building.  However, this is not an exercise in proving its structural rigidity. 

Rather to show architectural intent for engineers to take into 

consideration, when the scheme reaches detailed design. 

• Until this point, most of the sketches produced of MC1 have been 

orientated towards the point of the pyramid. In reality, the first image 

showcases the actual primary elevation of the structure. This is the view a 

person experiences, traveling down the existing road, before deviating 

towards MC1. The language of the building alters when considering this 

view point, although it still remains true to the fundamental concepts that 

drove its initial design.  

• Further to the previous, the building still expresses it’s hidden quality. 

However, it was incorrect to estimate a person could not perceive the 

grandness of the interior, from the outside. The elevation on approach is 

immense. Its size however is warranted, as even from the new primary 

elevation the building scales well into the existing hillside. It maintains the 

natural contour of the hill appropriately, and the landmark provides a 

strong juxtaposition. From this elevation both the entry and roof act in 

unison as the landmark scaling almost perfectly to each other. Neither 

dominating the other.  

 

 

• One element which required definition was the entry elevation.  It was 

thought about in plan however, prior to modelling it was not explored 

well in drawing. It felt to overpowering to continue the Tāniko pattern on 

the smaller elevation, spawning the idea of a glazed wall with intervening 

green wall strips. The resolution of this elevation is pleasant. The planted 

pannels becomes a sort of penetration point for the earth to overflow the 

new structure, almost as if it were embracing its new addition.  

• The entry court is underdeveloped. There should be some resolution of 

this element, and a suggested connection back to the existing road for 

design clarity.   

• The materiality of the building feels aesthetically appropriate. The light 

concrete contrasts well against the vibrant green of the site. The Taniko 

columns needed to be differentiated. The Tankio is a border piece, it 

should not be perceived as a part of the main body of the work.   

 

All in all, the modelling of the exterior of MC1 has yielded a generally positive 

result.  There are some areas to further develop namely the entry court. 

However, generally it is resolved to a satisfactory level.  
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Figure 113 - MC1, internal render amenity space 
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Figure 114 - MC1, internal renders museum space, main valley columns in foreground 
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  Figure 115 - MC1 internal render, museum platform view across peninsula to rocket launch 
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6.9 INTERNAL PRELIMANRY DESIGN REVIEW 

The interior of MC1 requires the majority of attention moving forward. The 

initial visualisation of the space was for the most part accurate. However, 

there were a few areas which were not quite accurate, or require further 

development.   

• Lifting the museum’s edge was a successful venture. The space feels well 

contained. The sneaking views back towards the mountain range, from 

within the museum space were accidental. These do not overpower the 

interior of the space however, rather they amplify it.  

• The platform around the perimeter of the museum as expected, provides 

a stunning outlook over peninsular and is orientated perfectly to capture 

the rocket launch. 

• The columns supporting the roof valley separating the museum and 

cultural elements are abhorrent. These needed to be immediately 

reconsidered, as they were destructive to the elegance of the raking roof. 

• The available interior space of MC1 was miss calculated. The roof height 

was set originally to follow the contour of the hill, ensuring there was a 

minimum layer of earth atop the roof. This was an attempt to reduce the 

load on the roof structure. In doing so I found that the 

corporate/classroom area could be over two floors, rather than one. This 

needed to be developed further, as it changes the entire interpretation of 

the space. 

• Further, the new height of this area means that the space will require 

additional natural lighting to reach the upper levels. 

• On the subject of ceilings. The ceiling needs to be broken into smaller 

elements. It is a vast and barren white sea currently.   

 

 

 

The overall assessment of the interior space at this stage of design was it was 

bordering on being too large. However, the building should not be reduced in 

size. Once actual allowances for: access, amenity, and service, are 

programmed into the model the space would begin to fill in. Likewise, once 

the space is populated with crowds it would more than likely feel too small. 

 

MOVING FORWARD: 

There are four key areas to resolve in the developed design stage: 

1) Refine the museum space, namely: the columns, roof structure, and 

sculpted wall. 

2) Develop and plan the multi-storey portion of the building. 

3) Address natural light to the atrium space.  

4) Develop the internal and external entry space. 
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6.10 DEVELOPED DESIGN: MUSEUM SPACE 

The first attempt at resolving the columns to support the roof valley was not 

terribly effective. The form felt dated and did not inspire much confidence in 

the strength of the element. As per the preliminary design review, the span of 

the roof was also called into question.  

Before progressing the design further, it was pertinent to take a side step and 

address how the structure may be articulated to support the roof. This should 

be undertaken at the same time as re-addressing the columns, because they 

work in unison and therefore should be considered as one element.   

 

 

 

 

There was no question that large steelwork was required to span gap. The  

ceiling was also to vast and barren, needing to be broken down into smaller 

elements. The decision was made to expose the steel, but not to expose all in 

ceiling services. This would have detrimental to the experience of the vast 

sweeping form. Therefore, a suspend ceiling exposing the bottom web of the 

steel work was chosen.   

The columns were redeveloped as a continuation of the built Taniko form 

expressed in LC1. This element would become the “Brand” linking LC1, MC1 

and any satellite elements together.  

The following page highlights the exploratory drawings which informed this 

new structural design, followed by the end result.  

Figure 116 - LC1 viewing bunker 3d view 
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Figure 117 - MC1, steelwork development sketches 
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Figure 118 - MC1, refined Taniko column design and set out plan 
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6.11 REFINING THE FLOOR PLAN 

The design review identified the following key aspects of the floorplan, 

requiring further development to complete the building: 

• Defined entry point. 

• Defined programmatic layouts for the ground floor amenity and upper 

floors. 

• Consideration of natural lighting and passive ventilation in the atrium 

space. 

• Refinement of the arrival courtyard.  

 

   

Figure 120 - MC1 sketch breakdown of movement through the building 

Figure 119 - MC1, sketched developed design floor plan 
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 6.12 DEFINING THE ENTRY 

Indicatively the entry point was located within the vicinity of the main door. 

This location is quite effect as a natural middle ground, acting like a pivot. The 

soft green barrier directs traffic through the main desk and into the amenity. 

This is very deliberate to ensure that people must pass merchandise stalls, 

both on way in and out. 

In addition, this centralised position is an ideal meeting point to run group 

tours from. Coupling this together with the ‘Explorer’ function of MC1 also 

requiring a congregation point for guided walks, seemed natural. Taking this 

into consideration, the main desk was given two orientations. One for general 

admittance (main), where visitors can purchase tickets to the facility or 

launches. The second desk is for general information on walks and tours. 

To reduce congestion around the entry / exit point, the ‘what’s on / meet up’ 

space was created and placed away from the desk but still within its 

immediate vicinity. 

 

     

   

Figure 121 - MC1, Entry point developed design sketch 
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DRESSING THE ENTRY: 

The mesh and exposed steel of the entry came about while 

considering the industrial nature of the rocket, and 

technology displayed in MC1. The intention was that the 

mesh be versatile. Screens and signs could be hung from it to 

display ticket pricing and packages for purchase. In addition, 

the mesh could be used to exhibit local work and art, or to 

display work and art done by children visiting the centre. It is 

also not over bearing, maintaining transparency across the 

floor plate.  

Figure 122 - MC1 Entry developed design, 3D view 
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6.13 REFINING GROUND AND UPPER FLOORS 

GROUND FLOOR PROGRAM: 

The ground floor has been arranged to house the basic amenity 

functions of the building. The ground floor shall also have extra child 

focused activities, including learning spaces for children and a play 

space affectionately named ‘Junior Explorers’. These spaces were 

placed on the ground floor for the following reasons: 

• Children are loud, keeping them on the ground floor means that 

the more serious labs and working spaces don’t have droves of 

children passing by, causing disruption. 

• These areas are as close as possible to the food and merchandise 

stores. Children are more likely to see things they like and 

convince their parents into buying more. 

• Keeping children on a single level makes them much easier to 

control.  

 

Figure 123 - MC1, resolved ground floor program 
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FIRST FLOOR PROGRAM: 

The first floor shall host all focused educational areas. These 

areas are intended for older children and adults. Primarily 

these spaces are to be utilised for school programs or camps, 

focused on developing young minds in STEM fields. 

The floor will also have more traditional classroom spaces for 

general teaching, including cultural programs and courses. 

    

Figure 124 - MC1, resolved first floor program 
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SECOND FLOOR PROGRAM: 

The second floor is reserved for corporate use and private 

function. These spaces are on the top floor as they require 

separation form the public. Working spaces benefit from 

quiet, and having a single point of access means security is 

easily maintained.  

The intention was that this space could be populated by 

outside companies to complete work in partnership with 

Rocket Lab, or house PHD students that the company has 

sponsored.  

These function spaces could also be used for tech 

conventions, or release parties. The potential of the space is 

immense.     

Figure 125 - MC1, resolved second floor program 
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VERTICAL CIRCULATION: 

The main service core is located to the southern end of the upper floors. 

Primarily because the northern end would have produced an awkwardly 

shaped plan, with access difficulties. 

However, other factors also came into play. In plan it made sense to have 

access to the first floor from both ends of the floor. This allows people to 

circulate efficiently from one end to the other without back tracking. It had 

already been decided that the second floor would only have a single access 

point, due to the more private and secure activities it would be hosting. 

 

 

CONTINUING THE THEME: 

The Taniko Pattern was used in this portion of the building to provide support 

to the upper floor’s balconies and surround the service core. This was a 

conscious effort to ingrain the theme into the fabric of MC1. Proportionally 

the original scale of the Taniko pattern was retained. 

The pattern around the service core was intended to be adorned with 

planting as an aesthetic accent. The mesh utilised in the entry lobby was also 

recycled here to act as a handrail for the stair well.           

Figure 126 - MC1, resolved main section 
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6.14 MAXIMISING AMBIENT LIGHT 

The orientation of MC1 meant that it will not receive natural 

lighting until late in the afternoon. Given this, it was decided 

to produce two skylights over the atrium space. These shall 

provide lighting through the morning and into the afternoon 

until the eastern elevation takes over. 

These lights could be harnessed for artistic installations. Or 

potentially, windows for star gazing as part of night tours.      

 

Figure 127 - MC1, skylights 3D and plan view 

Figure 128 - MC1, skylight sketch 
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6.15 THE ARRIVAL COURTYARD 

The arrival courtyard is shaped to collect and funnel visitors 

towards the entry point.  

The drop off area has been sized to accommodate multiple 

buses, ensuring that there is enough transportation 

available to shuttle visitors to LC1 on launch days. At this 

stage I have also tried not to busy the courtyard with built 

form. Primarily this is so when large groups arrive, there is 

sufficient space for them to regroup before entering MC1.    

Figure 129 - MC1, arrival courtyard plan view 
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6.16 APPROACHING MC1  

Figure 132 - 3D view, turn off from main road, towards MC1 

Figure 131 - 3D view, leaving the bus in front of MC1 

Figure 130 - 3D view, crossing the arrival courtyard 
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6.17 WALKING THROUGH MC1 

The following images provide a point of view experience of 

moving through MC1. 

The journey begins at the entry, then ventures through the 

amenity space towards the main stairs to level one.  

The walk then continues upwards, culminating in a view from the 

level two balcony, down across the floor pate.   

 

Figure 135 - MC1 3D view, entry 

Figure 134 - MC1 3D view, moving towards the main stair Figure 133 - MC1 3D view, view back from base of stair 
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Figure 139 - MC1 3D view, view from top of stair Figure 138 - MC1 3D view, level one lab space 

Figure 137 - MC1 3D view, level one service core Figure 136 - MC1 3D view, level two balcony view 
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Figure 140 - MC1 3D view, from museum across the amenity and upper floors 
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Figure 141 - MC1 3D View, museum space final design 
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7.0 CONCLUSION 

The goal of this project was to produce architecture which sought to infuse 

the culture and natural landscape of New Zealand, into the framework of 

Rocket Lab’s Launch Complex One. At its very core it was about harnessing 

the curiosity and love many of us hold for space, to produce a unique and 

thrilling experience not easily forgotten.   

Through literature and precedent study, it became clear that this venture was 

supported by a strong economic interest. Generally seen as a net positive, 

and a welcome development in the court of public opinion. 

The final design demonstrates a clear visualization of the initial design intent. 

Major and minor elements of each structure display deliberate, as well as 

indirect cultural considerations in their design. In addition, each space was 

conceived with the intention of utilizing the topography to inform the 

fundamentals of the building’s design. Moreover, both structures in their own 

right, were molded to accentuate the landscape they find themselves within. 

That said, in my opinion the most successful element of the final design was 

the carefully crafted visitor experience of the peninsula. Consciously 

developing such journey was new experience personally. The lessons in 

manipulating emotion through architecture fundamentally altered both my 

approach to, and view of architecture. 

There are elements of this brief which did fall short of the mark and still 

require ongoing refinement. Specifically, the business of access to the 

peninsula. The design only really considers public transport to the facility, 

relying on the idea that offsite parking would be produced later. Secondly, 

this brief would have been aided by an earlier attempt to have comment 

raised by both the community and Rocket Lab. This may have helped to craft 

an even more Intune visitor experience, and reduce the amount of 

assumptions made during the design phase.  

 

The overall methodology of the brief seemed to work well. However 

stretching oneself across two sites was challenging, especially when 

attempting to maintain a consistent design language.  

Existing industry experience with BIM modeling served as an invaluable tool 

in the production of the design. The ability to accurately articulate and model 

these spaces made for a vehicle to more easily address the larger overarching 

themes of the design, rather than being limited by one’s ability to produce 

the building in three dimensional space.   

While this project would be deemed successful, there is still more to be done. 

The business of preparing a proposal for the community and Rocket Lab to 

potentially interact with and even ideally pursue is looming. The intention is 

to continue to develop this scheme, and see just how far it may carry itself 

forward. The final goal remains the production of an actual facility on the 

idyllic Mahia Peninsula.   
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9.0 APPENDIX 

9.1 APPENDIX 1: LIST OF IMAGES 

Figure 1 - Rocket Lab logo - Reproduced from http://seekvectorlogo.com/wp-

content/uploads/2018/02/rocket-lab-vector-logo-small.png 

Figure 2 - Peter Beck pictured next to the Humanity Star - Reporduced from 

https://s22380.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/Humanity-Star-Peter-

Beck_ST.jpg 

Figure 3 - Peter Beck pictured next to the Electron Rocket - Reproduced from 

https://noted-prod-cdn-

ep.azureedge.net/uploads/listener/2014/08/LS3314_53_Rocket-lab-Peter-

Beck-0351.jpg 

Figure 4 - Satellite photograph of New Zealand, with zoom into Mahia 

Peninsula - Reproduced from 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahia_Peninsula#/media/File:Mahia_peninsul

a_landsat.jpg 

Figure 5 - Aerial photograph of Launch Complex One - Reproduced from 

https://resources.stuff.co.nz/content/dam/images/1/n/c/c/x/f/image.related

.StuffLandscapeSixteenByNine.620x350.1nc81d.png/1512703610527.jpg 

Figure 6 - Breakdown of the stages of Electron’s flight - Reporduced from "It's 

Business Time" press kit june 2018, 3 

Figure 7 - In preparation for launch the rocket is transported along the 

runway from the assembly hanger before being lifted into place - Reproduced 

from goo.gl/1TsMK2 

Figure 8 - Collage of photos indicating the current built environment of Mahia 

source google maps - Reporduced from goo.gl/sSNDCt 

 

 

 

Figure 9 - Pauline Tangiora, Mahia local - Reproduced from 

https://www.radionz.co.nz/assets/news/90414/eight_col_IMG_3313.JPG?14

79443498 

Figure 10 - Te Mahia school children building bottle rockets - Reproduced 

from https://www.nzherald.co.nz/resizer/G-

nL79TVdx4u8VwadASUU2kZRfU=/620x1072/smart/filters:quality(70)/arc-

anglerfish-syd-prod-

nzme.s3.amazonaws.com/public/PIXQO35JJBFSTAIHUD6P2EJ57I.JPG 

Figure 11 - Mahia Peninsula with original Maori place names - Reproduced 

from https://teara.govt.nz/files/m233enz.jpg 

Figure 12 - Portland Island, off the southern tip of Mahia Peninsular - 

Reproduced from 

https://www.radionz.co.nz/assets/galleries/48450/full_waikawa_aerial_shot.

jpg?1525218171 

Figure 13 - The Portland Island coast with a view back to the peninsula - 

Reproduced from 

https://www.radionz.co.nz/assets/galleries/48448/full_waikawa_land.jpg?15

25218171 

Figure 14 - In the present day Portland Island is farmed as a part of the 

Onenui station - Reproduced from 

https://www.radionz.co.nz/assets/galleries/48451/full_waikawa_farming.jpg

?1525218184 

Figure 15 - Aratiatia Hydroelectric Dam vantage point to watch the dam 

release - Reproduced from https://www.backpackerguide.nz/wp-

content/uploads/2017/04/Aratiatia-Dam-Rapids-Taupo_optimized.jpg 
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Figure 16 – Collage, every NASA facility fulfils it main function, as well as 

offering tourism and educational programs - reproduced from 

http://i.imgur.com/D1BB1zT.jpg and 
https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/styles/full_width_feature/public/i
mages/567791main_launchhq_full.jpg 

Figure 17 - NASA logo - Reproduced from 

https://www.festisite.com/logo/nasa/ 

Figure 18 - Kennedy Space Centre complex entry - Reproduced from 

https://www.kennedyspacecenter.com/-/media/DNC/KSCVC/Hero-

Images/explore_attractions-

hero.ashx?h=454&la=en&w=1907&hash=0EB36FAFAB70C0C360043595F88FB

FA451D978B4 

Figure 19 - Map of Kennedy Space Centre map of visitor attractions - 

Reproduced from http://squibbvicious.com/wp-

content/uploads/2017/11/IMG_0873-photo-full-800x1037.jpg 

Figure 20 - Kennedy Space Centre, Rocket Garden - Reproduced from 

https://www.kennedyspacecenter.com/-/media/DNC/KSCVC/Attraction-

Images/Rocket-

Garden/RocketGardenatsunset.ashx?h=454&la=en&w=1907&hash=62CE83B

6AB2BD387E98A534A252C7528949743BA 

Figure 21 - Photograph of a launch, as viewed from the NASA Causeway - 

Reproduced from 

http://www.launchphotography.com/MUOScausewayview.jpg 

Figure 22 -Map of launch day view points, Kennedy space centre - 

Reproduced from https://www.kennedyspacecenter.com/-

/media/DNC/KSCVC/Maps/MAP-KSC-TOUR-2018-small-

version.ashx?la=en&hash=0FE2A4BEE75D7C64DA5B9B611F73C289B7E2229D 

Figure 23 - Soyuz rocket preparing for launch at Baikonur Cosmodrome - 

Reproduced from 

https://cdn.theatlantic.com/assets/media/img/photo/2012/05/star-city-and-

the-baikonur-cosmodrome/b01_61302443/main_1200.jpg?1420516405 

Figure 24 - Rocket Lab, commemorative patch for the third launch, and first 

official commercial launch from Mahia - Reproduced from 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-t-

cqYXweeNA/Wql7Yv9X7EI/AAAAAAAADbQ/vPCoeL6ZRYwkDvS0oTT_uLHsXvT

hjeOKQCLcBGAs/s640/RocketLab-F3-ItsBusinessTime-Patch.jpg 

Figure 25 - Artistic render, approaching the museum - Reproduced from 

https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/528a/477c/e8e4/4e60/3300/0131/

large_jpg/MCB_Exterior_Night_by_BIG.jpg?1384793973 

Figure 26 - The Tirpitz bunker with scupted gun installation - Reproduced 

from 

http://www.designindaba.com/sites/default/files/styles/scaledlarge/public/g

alleries-news/big4_0_0.jpg?itok=Iw9YqFOW 

Figure 27 - Artistic render, entering the museum through the 'sliced' earth - 

Reproduced from goo.gl/PNhAAD 

Figure 28 - Artistic render, the museum’s inner courtyard giving hints to the 

interior spaces - Reproduced from 

https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/528a/478c/e8e4/4e41/7a00/013d/

large_jpg/MCB_Exterior_Plaza_image_by_BIG.jpg?1384793979 

Figure 29 - Collage, highlighting the double height interior of the museum - 

Reproduced from https://www.inexhibit.com/wp-

content/uploads/2017/07/BIG-Bjarke-Ingels-TIRPITZ-Bunker-Museum-11.jpg 

Figure 30 - Blåvand Bunker Museum floor plan, highlighting the connection to 

the Tirpitz Bunker and extents of the submerged portion of the building - 

Reproduced from 
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http://www.floornature.com/media/photos/30/13056/28_big_tirpitz_museu

m_full.jpg 

Figure 31 - Diagram indicating the connection to existing trails - Reproduced 

from https://www.inexhibit.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/BIG-Bjarke-

Ingels-Group-Bl%C3%A5vand-Bunker-Museum-conceptual-schemes.jpg 

Figure 32 - collage, spatial breakdown and section indicating height in relation 

to the bunker - Reproduced from https://www.inexhibit.com/wp-

content/uploads/2016/10/BIG-Bjarke-Ingels-Group-Bl%C3%A5vand-Bunker-

Museum-conceptual-schemes.jpg 

Figure 33 - Sectional collage, exploring the internal space of the museum - 

Reproduced from https://static.designboom.com/wp-

content/uploads/2013/11/BIG-blavand-bunker-museum-designboom-12.jpg , 

and 

http://miesarch.com/uploads/images/works/eb4afe55f5c92aa8126f85f92be9

375045fc2456.jpeg 

Figure 34 - collage, render vs reality, approaching the museum - Reproduced 

from http://lifewithoutbuildings.net/wordpress/wp-

content/uploads/2014/06/big-bunker-museum.jpg and 

https://img.newatlas.com/big-bunker-museum-denmark-

2.jpeg?auto=format%2Ccompress&ch=Width%2CDPR&fit=crop&h=347&q=60

&rect=0%2C155%2C1499%2C844&w=616&s=57ddb68e657436466b3d9a859

675b246 

Figure 35- Museum approach, spatial awareness - own drawing 

Figure 36 - Perspective narrowed passing through the entry slices of the 

museum - reproduced from 

http://www.floornature.com/media/photos/30/13056/03_big_tirpitz_museu

m_full.jpg 

Figure 37 – Perspective is gradually released while exiting the Museum - 

Reproduced from - https://www.inexhibit.com/wp-

content/uploads/2016/10/BIG-Bjarke-Ingels-TIRPITZ-Bunker-Museum-01.jpg 

Figure 38- museum entry, spatial awareness - own drawing 

Figure 39 - Museum interior, spatial awareness - own drawing 

Figure 40 - circulating the interior of the museum - Reproduced from 

https://www.inexhibit.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/BIG-Bjarke-Ingels-

TIRPITZ-Bunker-Museum-10.jpg 

Figure 41 - circulating the interior of the museum. The world above is 

completely forgotten - Reproduced from https://www.inexhibit.com/wp-

content/uploads/2016/10/BIG-Bjarke-Ingels-TIRPITZ-Bunker-Museum-10.jpg   

Figure 42 - Aerial photograph over the bunker museum - Reproduced from 

http://miesarch.com/uploads/images/works/9b562a5786b4fc7ac9a2544014

72abc726f8ad3a.jpeg 

Figure 43 - Site plan indicating extents of Onenui Station - own drawing 

Figure 44 - Woven cloak with Taniko border - Reproduced from 

https://i.pinimg.com/originals/0e/39/72/0e3972c6d9b81b1fe40864d416da2

7a4.jpg 

Figure 45 - Diagram depicting the intersection of culture and technology at 

Mahia - own drawing 

Figure 46 - Topo50 map of the peninsular tip, with highlighted site selections - 

reproduced from https://www.topomap.co.nz/NZTopoMap/nz2020/Mahia-

Peninsula/ 

Figure 47 - Site plan, LC1 - own drawing 

Figure 48 - View from LC1 site towards the launch pad - Reproduced from 

goo.gl/L4fk7k 
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Figure 49 - LC1 Site section - own drawing 

Figure 50 – LC1 site plan simplified - own drawing 

Figure 51 - drawing investigating potential LC1 site - own drawing 

Figure 52 - LC1, detailed site plan, with potential final site selections - own 

drawing 

Figure 53 - Site plan, MC1 - own drawing 

Figure 54 - MC1 site plan, with snapshots of the existing hillside - own 

drawing 

Figure 55 - Site sections, MC1 - own drawing 

Figure 56 - Typical world war era bunker - Reproduced from 

https://www.saak.nl/bunkertour/bunkermuseum%20ijmuiden/bunker%20m

useum%20ijmuiden%20(64).JPG 

Figure 57 - Diagram exploring LC1 functions - own drawing 

Figure 58 - Exploratory drawings, defining LC1's shape - own drawing 

Figure 59 - LC1 interior courtyard concept in plan and section - own drawing 

Figure 60 - Early LC1, concept sketch - own drawing 

Figure 61 - Interpretation sketch of Taurangaika Pa section - Reproduced from 

https://nzhistory.govt.nz/files/images/tauranga-ika-3.jpg  

Figure 62 - Developing LC1 in section - own drawing 

Figure 63 - LC1 initial concept elevation - own drawing 

Figure 64 - Developing LC1's main elevations - own drawing 

Figure 65 - 3D model of LC1 roof - own drawing 

Figure 66 - LC1 roof in context - own drawing 

Figure 67 – Render of LC1 from entry point - own drawing  

Figure 68 - LC1, render from internal courtyard look back towards entry - own 

drawing 

Figure 69 - Indicative floor plan LC1 - own drawing 

Figure 70 - LC1, refined internal courtyard - own drawing 

Figure 71 - Elon Musk reacts to the launch of his Falcon Heavy Rocket - 

Reproduced from https://i.ytimg.com/vi/zK6FSK98asc/maxresdefault.jpg 

Figure 72 - LC1, comparing collective and individual bunker options - own 

drawing 

Figure 73 - LC1, defining the bunker radius - own drawing 

Figure 74 - LC1, viewing bunker concept sketches - own drawing 

Figure 75 - LC1, developed viewing bunker elevation - own drawing 

Figure 76 - LC1, sections exploring launch view angles - own drawing 

Figure 77 - KSC Atlas 5 Rocket night time launch - Reproduced from 

https://www.dailynews.com/wp-

content/uploads/2017/09/0923_new_ldn_atlas5-launch7-1.jpg?w=516  

Figure 78 - LC1 internal threshold waiting to open - own drawing 

Figure 79 - Collage, LC1 traveling through the threshold - own drawing 

Figure 80 - LC1, view from bunker out to launch pad - own drawing 

Figure 81 - LC1,reflecting on a lunch - own drawing 

Figure 82 - degrees of spatial awareness diagram - own drawing 

Figure 83 - LC1 approaching from shuttle drop-off - own drawing 

Figure 84 - LC1, main entry - own drawing 
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Figure 85 - LC1, crossing the threshold - own drawing 

Figure 86 - LC1, containment courtyard covered activities area - own drawing 

Figure 87 – Entering LC1 - own drawing 

Figure 88 - LC1, containment courtyard looking across open space - own 

drawing 

Figure 89 - LC1, internal render viewing bunker - own drawing 

Figure 90 - LC1, contemplation courtyard - own drawing 

Figure 91 - View of LC1 from rocket - own drawing 

Figure 92 - LC1 final design 3D view - own drawing 

Figure 93 - LC1 final design 3D section - own drawing 

Figure 94 - Mahia overall Site plan - own drawing 

Figure 95 - MC1 initial concept sketches - own drawing 

Figure 96 - Sanity chart - own drawing 

Figure 97 - MC1, conceptual sketches - own drawing 

Figure 98 - MC1 refined concept sketch - own drawing 

Figure 99 - MC1, draft floor plan - own drawing 

Figure 100 - MC1, developing sketch floor plan - own drawing 

Figure 101 - MC1, exploring spatial relationships - own drawing 

Figure 102 - MC1, sketching to refine the floor plan - own drawing 

Figure 103 - MC1, main section concept sketches - own drawing 

Figure 104 - MC1, museum section development - own drawing 

Figure 105 - MC1 museum viewing platform sketch - own drawing 

Figure 106 - MC1 Sketches to refine front elevation - own drawing 

Figure 107 – MC1, preliminary design floor plan - own drawing 

Figure 108 - MC1, preliminary design elevations - own drawing 

Figure 109 - MC1 exterior render main elevation - own drawing 

Figure 110 - MC1, exterior render approaching the entry - own drawing 

Figure 111 - MC1, exterior render of landmark roof - own drawing 

Figure 112 - MC1, internal render amenity space - own drawing 

Figure 113 -  MC1, internal renders museum space, main valley columns in 

foreground - own drawing 

Figure 114 - MC1 internal render, museum platform view across peninsula to 

rocket launch - own drawing 

Figure 115 - LC1 viewing bunker 3d view - own drawing 

Figure 116 - MC1, steelwork development sketches - own drawing 

Figure 117 - MC1, refined Taniko column design and set out plan - own 

drawing 

Figure 118 - MC1, sketched developed design floor plan - own drawing 

Figure 119 - MC1 sketch breakdown of movement through the building - own 

drawing 

Figure 120 - MC1, Entry point developed design sketch - own drawing 

Figure 121 - MC1 Entry developed design, 3D view - own drawing 

Figure 122 - MC1, resolved ground floor program - own drawing 

Figure 123 - MC1, resolved first floor program - own drawing 

Figure 124 - MC1, resolved second floor program - own drawing 
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Figure 125 - MC1, resolved main section - own drawing 

Figure 126 - MC1, skylights 3D and plan view - own drawing 

Figure 127 - MC1, skylight sketch - own drawing 

Figure 128 - MC1, arrival courtyard plan view - own drawing 

Figure 129 - 3D view, crossing the arrival courtyard - own drawing 

Figure 130 - 3D view, leaving the bus in front of MC1 - own drawing 

Figure 131 - 3D view, turn off from main road, towards MC1 - own drawing 

Figure 132 - MC1, 3D view, view back from base of stair - own drawing 

Figure 133 - MC1, 3D view, moving towards the main stair - own drawing 

Figure 134 - MC1, 3D view, entry - own drawing 

Figure 135 - MC1, 3D view, level two balcony view - own drawing - own 

drawing 

Figure 136 - MC1, 3D view, level one service core - own drawing - own 

drawing 

Figure 137 - MC1, 3D view, level one lab space - own drawing 

Figure 138 - MC1, 3D view, view from top of stair - own drawing 

Figure 139 - MC1, 3D view, from museum across the amenity and upper floors 

- own drawing 

Figure 140 - MC1, 3D View museum space final design - own drawing 
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9.2 APPENDIX 2: SITE INVESTIGATION 

The Climate and Weather of Hawkes Bay 3rd Edition provides a clear 

illustration of the predominant natural weather cycles around Mahia. 

Understanding these forces is key to producing a holistic and informed 

approach to the production of public infrastructure on the peninsular.  

WIND: New Zealand experiences westerly winds across the country in 

general. Mahia’s typical winds are measured from the North / Northeast. 

Most winds across the region are experienced at measurably lower degrees 

compared to other coastal areas of New Zealand, due to the sheltering effects 

of western ranges.  68 

 

                                                           
68 P.R Chappell, National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research The climate and 

weather of Hawke’s Bay, 3rd ed. (n.p: National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research, 

n.d.),15 

  

RAIN FALL: Mahia experiences low to medium rainfall throughout the year 

averaging around 1100mm to 1200mm. The Wairoa weather station 

experiences 159 0.1mm rain days per year, with a general spread of most rain 

falling in the winter and a minimum distribution through spring and early 

summer.  69 

69 NIWA , Climate and Weather of Hawke’s Bay, 17-19 
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TEMPERATURE:  

Mahia experiences an average daily maximum temperature of around 21-22 

degrees during summer, with an average daily minimum of 8-9 degrees 

during winter months. 70 

                                                           
70 NIWA , Climate and Weather of Hawke’s Bay, 24-26 
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9.3 APPENDIX 3: MAORI PA CONSTRUCTION 

The Giblin Group and TRC Tourism Report outlined the potential benefit to 

combine cultural education and historical elements into the program of 

Launch Complex One. Further research highlighted the significant Maori 

heritage in Mahia. This presents a strong case to include or at least 

understand traditional themes of Maori culture and building practice in the 

eventual brief. 

Maori Pa have over the course of history evolved to suit the needs of the iwi 

that inhabit them. The following is a brief history of the changing nature of 

Maori villages, Pa design, and defences. This shall offer a host of design 

opportunities to implement into Launch Complex One. 

PRE-COLONIAL DESIGN: 

Villages were naturally sited as close as possible to available natural 

resources. However tactical considerations played a large part in their final 

location.  

At the heart of Maori settlements was a fortified enclosure, a ‘Pa’. The Pa was 

generally located as near to housing as possible allowing villagers to retreat in 

a timely manner when threats presented themselves. Pa varied in size some 

housing no more than a few hundred while others housed up to 2000. The 

fortifications of Pa perfectly complimented the Maori’s traditional style of 

close quarter, hand to hand combat. 71 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
71 Knight, Hook, Maori Fortifications, 9-11 

CONSTRUCTION: 

Pre-European Pa were guided by a general set of design principles, however 

no two were ever the same.  

The first element was the selection of ground. While sometimes built on level 

ground, they were generally built on hilltops following the circular contour of 

the hill. Ideally a hill with naturally guarded approaches, steep sides, or 

broken cliffs limiting enemy approach to predictable patterns was chosen.  

Major earth works were involved in constructing Pa. Once a hilltop was 

chosen, the summit was levelled then terraces cut into the sides between 

defensive lines. Then defensive palisades and trenches were built. Trenches 

were a minimum of 2 meters deep, sometimes up to 3-4 meters. The 

displaced earth was piled up to form ramparts immediately above the trench 

and shaped to continue the natural incline of the hill.  

TWO MAIN TYPES OF PA: 

• Pa tuwatawata: These had defenses limited to wooden palisades  

• Pa whakairo: These had deep trenches, ramparts and palisades.72  

72Knight, Hook, Maori Fortifications, 12-13  
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THERE WERE FOUR TYPES OF PALISADES CONSTRUCTED:  

Pekerangi (outer screen), wita (second line), katua or tuwatawata (third or 

main line) , parakiri (innermost line) 

Stockades were built on top of trenches. Stockades in the main line had 

roughly shaped blocks placed on top of them, symbolizing the tradition of 

placing the severed heads of enemy’s on palisades as an act of defiance.  

Entrances passed through each line of the palisades often in different 

locations. The first entrance was screened to provide a narrow passage. 

Attackers were funnelled around to force them through narrow points. Often 

this screen was attached to a palisade at one end forming a long narrow alley 

way which passed under a raised fighting pit, before emerging into the 

interior. The principle entrance was the one passing through the main line, 

and flanked by two large poles with impressive carved figures on them. 

Sometimes the gap between was blocked with fencing, apart from a small 

hole big enough for a person to crawl through. Sometimes this hole was 

simply cut through a tree trunk. On some occasions the entrance to inner 

compartments was via tunnel.73 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
73 Knight, Hook, Maori Fortifications, 17-18 

CEREMONIAL ASPECTS OF THE PA:  

A Pa had mana, reflecting the reputation of the occupants and the respect 

and care with which it was constructed. 

The erection of the first post was a significant moment enshrined in 

ceremony. The post had to be erected during the morning while the chief 

stood atop the scaffolding chanting tau or songs. Anyone who heard the song 

was required to remain silent and refrain from chores during this process. A 

similar process took place on the corner posts of the main stockade. 

Occasionally the construction of a new pa was blessed by the capture and 

execution of a member of a rival tribe. A stone, the heart of the Pa (mauri or 

whatu) was always buried in the center of the pa. This sought protection from 

various gods and ancestors, whose blessing were sought in the construction 

of the Pa.74 

  

74 Knight, Hook, Maori Fortifications, 20-21 
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9.4 APPENDIX 4: FINAL PRESENTATION DRAWINGS 
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9.4.1 APPENDIX 4.1: MC1 FINAL PRESENTATION DRAWINGS 
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MC1 SNAPSHOT IMAGES : POWERPOINT PRESENTATION 

  

MAIN ENTRY COURTYARD  
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MAIN ENTRY LOBBY  
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JUNIOR EXPOLORERS PLAY SPACE  KIDS CRAFT SPACE  

LEVEL 1 LAB SPACE  LEVEL 1 CLASSROOM  
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CULTURAL HISTORY MUSEUM SPACE 

TECHNOLOGY MUSEUM SPACE  RASIED MUSEUM EDGE LAUNCH VIEW 

VIEW  

CULTURAL HISTORY MUSEUM SPACE 
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PUBLIC FOYER SPACE  

PUBLIC FOYER SPACE  

 

LEVEL 1 BREAKOUT SPACE  

LEVEL 2 BREAKOUT SPACE  
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LEVEL 2 VIEW ACROSS MUESUM SPACE  
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9.4.2 APPENDIX 4.2: LC1 FINAL PRESENTATION DRAWINGS 
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LC1 SNAPSHOT IMAGES : POWERPOINT PRESENTATION 

 

  

VIEW FROM LC1 BACK TO MC1  

CONTAINMENT COURTYARD  

APPROACHING LC1  

INSIDE THE VIEWING BUNKER   
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INSIDE THE VIEWING BUNKER   
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VIEWING THE LAUNCH   
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VIEWING BUNKER EXTERIOR VIEW 
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PATHWAY LINKING CONTEMPLATION COURTYARD BACK TO LC1 ENTRY     
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9.4.3 APPENDIX 4.3: OVERALL SITE MODEL  
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